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I l f H O S t r C T X O H . 
There i s no exaggeration in the statement that plants 
have sustained and a r t sustaining hu^an l i f e on t Is planet, 
lSme, we )•>«¥• bean much bet ter served by ths synthetic 
chemist in a varlet;/ of ways in th i s world of sv«r changing 
economic react ions. Ths crude drugs have given place to 
pure compound® | which have the advantage of fixed and 
definite action and no complications; s t i l l crude drugs are 
used f i r s t l y eeause, our search has not yet been success-
ful in fixing up the aetivs constituents of many of thess 
drugs{ secondly there i s the eceno&ic question} and finally 
thess drugs provide mixtures of medicinal substances with 
well established and desirable therapeutic action* The 
chapter opened by the synthetic eheaaist with the dye-stuffs 
has now passed on to a stage, where i t i s very doubtful i f 
we can frui t ful ly &> am? further, the hope that Photo-
synthesis when real ised wi l l solve a l l our d i f f icul t ies 
of world shortages* la a statement to be taken with great 
care and caution* '#• ars yet far froai the solution of the 
problem, though a number of facts have emerged from these 
studies which are of some consequence. 
The recent developments in the f ield of enzyme 
chemistry and traceable isotopes have led us to the 
exclusive importance of chlorophyll amongst the plant 
pigments, s t i l l the next stage, for a clear elucidation of 
the building up of the plant wealth, which i s so fast 
dwindling, needs solution of a number of problems. Before 
th i s stage could be arrived a t we want a number of exact 
(ii) 
s t a t i s t i c a l data about plants themselves* The cotspoeition 
of any plant i s the f i r s t important point which requires 
attention* true* nature i s regular, but th is regularity 
more often than not i s shown In a range* the ends in 
which though not opposite, are far apart* 
Therefore, even i f we succeed in clearly explaining 
a specifie cast , by phosphorolytic reactions, in the pleat 
metabolism, s t i l l a t every stage i t wi l l need modification. 
Before th is explanation could be attempted, thorough 
knowledge about the constituents of a plant caanot be over 
es^phaslsed* 
I t i s snaring how man through ages has selected 
plants for h is food* which are today well**tnoim for the i r 
dieto-and raedico-therapy, and i t appeared of soae interes t 
to investigate karaff seeds which have recently developed 
a considerable iaportanee as a vegetable* 
T H S O R S T I C A L . 
the red, the blue audi the violet of the plant world 
Is a phenomenon of common occurrence, and i s attributed to 
the pigment anthocyanin, though occasionally other pigments 
may be responsible for this manifestation of colour, as 
aolisch found in the case of the leaves of aloe(Carotin;.It 
i s also cosjson knowledge that the nature of the cel l sap, 
acidic»alkaline or neutral i s responsible for the red, the 
blue and the violet of the plants* Thus the same anthocyanin 
i s red (red rose) in one ease and blue (Corn flower) in the 
other ease* The varying shades of the flowers may be due to a 
ali^it modification in the molecule or to other factors,such 
as the concentration of the anthocyanin, the presence of 
yellow pigments (flavones, flavonola, lipoehromes),coabinatio& 
with tannins or with other substances (co»pigments) which 
materially alter the shades of ths snthocyanlns* 
The yellow colour in the vegetative organs and the 
petals of many plants i s due to various pigments such as 
lipoehromes (Polyenes-lycopene and Carotin) and different 
hydroxy flavones and their derivatives (hydroxy flavonols), 
and xanthonas and occasionally to yellow hydroxy ketones 
which are genetically related to flavones* The group of 
yellow pigments, flav nee and xanthonas, on account of their 
close resemblance to anthocyanins, has been given the generic 
name anthoxanthin, by WlUstatter and tiv rest (1913), a term 
at f i r s t suggested by Marquart (1835). 
Tha anthoxanthin* occur na tar ally combined with sugars, 
too* times uncorabined, and are found occasionally associated 
with tannins. In combination they ara feeble in colour, 
uncoablned they ara deeper in ahade. The concentration of 
these substances in tha plant in some eases Bay not be large 
enough to give r i s e to colour, ag their occurrence in «aay 
a white petals i s revealed only on exposure of the petals to 
ammonia vapours. They are abundantly found in the vegetable 
kingdom and hare been used as dyeing Materials froai remote 
tines* 
Fromthe extensive studies conducted by Kostanecki,Herzig, 
and A,G.Parkin in the ease of anthoxanthins; by Wlll*tatterf 
Robinson, Karrer and Frsftdenberg in the case of anthocyanins and 
by K.Fischer aid Freudenbarg (synthetic tannins) ,Pelouza, 
Scniff
 t Hierenatein, Triable, and Parkin, in the case of 
tannins,during the la s t sixty ye r s , a number of relations 
have been established between them, both in the test tube, 
and in the Plant world* Thus Shibata and Hagai (Bot.Mag.Tokio, 
1916. SO . 149) found that the young plant contains red antho-
cyanin which gives place to a colourless flavone in the 
stature stage; at leaf f a l l the anthoeyanln may reappear* 
Sheldale (Proc.Cafflb.rhil.3oc. 1909, i £ f 137; Jour*(Sen* 
1911. i .10 J considers antttoxanthins (flavones and flavonols) 
as the precursors of anthoeyanias* He further mentions that 
two factors— a flavonol and an oxidising enzyme — are 
necessary requisite for the production of an anthoeyanln* 
In the case of cultivation of Antirrhinum (Bio.Cham. 
J.Caab,19l3t v 11.441-4 j two varieties among others arose as 
3 . 
sports* via an Ivory ami a wnitoiboth incapable of producing 
on anthocyanin. >h«n a white (certain ancestry) l a crossed 
with an Ivory, a plmt Urging Magenta flower* of the type i« 
produced* The sagenta f lovers contained apigsaia 1B the 
inner tissues of the corolla and tbs anthocyanin la tho 
epidermis. Combes (Compt, Mend* 1913, 122,10)2, 1454 j 1914, 
i^ i , 272} claiaa to nave obtained both the flavone and 
anthocyanin (Aatpelopels beder&eea) together, cad the conver-
sion of tho flavone lato anthocyanin try reduction, and 
anthocyunin into flavone by oxidation, Joneseo (Coop, read. 
li*21» Ifl&t 830, 1006) considers tin* rod obtained by Combos 
la bis experia«ita to be duo to aold u««d« Rail and Werest 
(Proc. tfoyal. See* 3* 1921, J£2,150) frets toe studies oa 
flower bud« i;oll storked for the anthocyanin con tout of their 
mature pa tola, observed that bofore the antnocyanin appeared, 
tho petals were yollow or colourless, md developed colour 
with ammonia vupours. Alcoholic extract of the rod rooo and 
a mauve violet collected before tho appearance of tho 
anthocyanlna fromted with lagneslos, gave pole red and 
therefore they concluded that the young buds contain flavomsXs 
which would have given rise to anthocyfmin by ro&aetiaa at a 
later stage* 
Urns there la some evidence (of a qualitative nature) 
of the simultaneous occurronca of an anthocyanin and anthexan* 
thin in the some plant and two achools of thought about tho 
conversion of asthoxanthln and anthocyanin - the one favouring 
tho oxidation and the other reduction* It Is quit* poaaiblo 
aa Haas and Hil l ( an introduction to tho Chemistry of Plant 
4. 
products, 1928, 353J point out that "the anthocyanin in a 
given plant material might actual ly contain a greater number 
of hydexyl groups than the flavoifol accompanying i t , ao that 
while the conversion of the flavonol into the corresponding 
anthocyanin would resu l t from reduction, tie introduction of 
an increased nuraoer of hydroxyl group nevertheless Involve 
oxidation, so that both schools of thought would be j u s t i -
fied '. 
Purely chemical evidence as detailed later supports 
the reduction school of th ught. 
The parent substance of the anthocyanin c la s s i s the 
nucleus known as Benzopyxyiiura chloride CI) discovered by 
Decker and Fallenberg (Ann, 1903, l f 364J and on account of 
the basic oxygen atom formulated by them,on the basis of 
oxoniuva theory as under 
c l 
a T ^ ^ 
^ / V 3 
(i) 
th i s (1) on attachment of a phenyl residue in posi t ion (2) 
w i l l give r ise t o 2-phenyl benzo pyryliuai chloride Cflavylium 
chloride) , (II) 
c l 
( I I ) 
5. 
which on the exchange of hydrogen atoms in the positions &,5f a n d 
7 with hydoxyl groups (OH) will yield 3,5,7,-trihydroxy 
flavylias chloride (III) the simplest intact structural unit 
of the anthocyaniru 
a 
OH -"• 
( I II ) 
On account of the claims of carboneum theory and also *• 
of the doubt about the location of the pos i t ive charge 
(carbon atom 2 or 4J, these s a l t s are usually formulated i n 
the neutral state* 
Proa the examination of the various anthoeyanins i t 
has b««n observed that the change from aeitioer to member in 
the group i s obtained by the replacement of hydrogen atoms 
by hydroxy 1 groups in the benzene nucleus and time there are 
four type groups (IV)»(V)f (VI) and very rare (VII) in which 
the (OH) in posit ion 3 i s missing. 
(IV) (V) 
6* 
Tha atructure IVt V, VI haw been aynthesiaed (Robinson 
and Collaborators) by method a which leave no doubt about 
thair validity* Taking tha f ir at typa Pelargonldin (IV) 
HO / / V s 
08 
CI 
Ct°-
or 
c 
H O Q 
OH 
1 
^©H 
- \ 0 H 
(IV) (V) 
which represents tha red form in acid solution, tha replacement 
of tha -CI by -(OH) on treatment with an alkali gives riaa to 
as anhydride (VIII) 
OH 
HO f V S O °H 
£ i 
(iv) 
(VIII) 
which ia tha neutral form and gives v io let shades, tha blue 
would be obtained by tha replacement of the hydrogen atoa or 
stoma by a metal in alkaline solutions. 
tha degradation (by alkali fusion) of the anthocyanin 
yields Phloroglucinol a . 5 . 5 . trihydroxy benzene)(IX) invari-
ably aa one of tha products of fission and tha fa#t ia obvious 
from tha above canatitution. 
7. 
The study of the at compounds by iilstat^er, Robinson, 
Karrer sod collaborators have established that the sugar 
residue attaches i t s e l f in position 3 or in positions 3 and 
5 giving r ise to * 
(1) 3-aono glucosides or 3-galaetosides (2)3-rhemnosides or 
3-other fentosldes (3) the 3-biosides, U;3 t5-di glucosides 
and (S) the aeylated anthocyanine. 
The members of class (4) are widely distributed and 
weU known* Some Anthocyanine yield n hydrolysis a sugar or 
sugars and a third compound invariably an organic acid* this 
i s the group of aeylated anthocyanine (5) above. The acid so 
found, thus far | are p-hydroxy benzoic acid, stalonic acid, 
p-hydroxy cinnamic acid and p-coumaric acid (Karrer)* 
r-pyrone (X)f the simplest aromatic derivative of which 
i s Benzopyrone (XI} coaaonly called Chranone, on attachment of 
a phenyl group in position 2, wi l l yield 2-phenyl benzopyrone 
(XII) or flavone. Condensation of a benzene nucleus to 
Bensopyrone structure would give xanthone (XIII) 
(X) CXI) (Kit) (XIII) 
another mother substance for yellow plant pigaents,but as yet 
very few members of this class are known* 
Replacement of taste hydrogen atom in position 3 by a 
hydroxy 1 group wi l l yield a hydroxy flavone(XJDT) called flav0&l 
8« 
Variety of yellow pigments In the plant world froa 
flavone and flavonol structures in the f i r s t instance Is 
obtained by the introduction of hydroxyl groups in the 
bensene nucleus or In the benzo radical of the parent subs-
tance or in both| and than by a replacement of hydrogen of the 
hydroxy 1 group, or groups, by a sugar or sugar molecules, or 
by other groups (rarely), and last ly , by substitution in the 
hydroxy 1 group of the attached sugar residues. 
The chemistry of th is group of compounds which closely 
resembles anthoeyanias owes ouch to the pioneer researches of 
Von Kestaaeekl for his large number of useful syntheses,which 
have oiade these compounds easily and readily available} to 
Herzig, whose patient study of Quereetrin (1834; from 
quercitron bark and Fisetia froa young fustic,which marks a 
new era for the natural yellow colouring matters; and to 
A. G, Per kin for h i s exhaustive studies of these compounds froa 
natural sources and their tinctorial properties. 
these compounds are mostly yellow, high melting solids 
soluble in water, alcohol, di lute mineral acids and alkalies* 
They are precipitated as yellow* orange or red lead salts froa 
their solutions by lead acetate, the solubility of these 
compounds in acids i s due to the basic oxygen atom inr-pyrone 
nucleus forming an additive compound, the oxygen atom becoming 
tetravalent. K CI 
\ / 
^ - 0 
these compounds are unstable and hydrolyse in water and do 
9. 
not occur in plants, whila in the esse of anthoeymina aueh 
compounds era stable and eccur naturally in the plante and 
provide the red of the plant kingdom. 
Some of the representative aesfcere of the flavone 
and flavonol eeries arei-
flavooa. 
1 . 
HO /\s° 
Chrysin. 
fisxsa&l* 
Gelangin. 
Su s-
10. 
The constitution* of these compounds havs been in the 
f i r s t instance determined (as usual) by degradation (alkal i 
fusion) and then by synthesis . 
It was In 1891, that Harslg submitted ful ly acety\Uted 
f i s e t i n (tetra ether J to gentle hydrolysis (a lkal i fusion) 
and obtained f i s e t o l diethyl ether msA protocatechuic acid-
diethyl, ether, F iseto l diethyl ether was found to possess the 
following constitution (XV); and this I d to a tetra-hydoxy 
Phenylpheno- y-pyrone structure (XVX) for f i s e t i n and then by 
analogy iuercetin was given the const! t a t ion of a hydroxy 
f i s e t i n (XVXI), Kostanecki ( in 1895J frost s i a i l ar considera-
t ions represented chrysin as a dihydroxy phenylpheno-r-pyrone 
(XVXI1) 
sto OH HO 
0 / \QH 
^
X
 | \ ^ / OH 
COCHgOBt 
(XV) 
OH 
CO 
F i s e t i n (XVX) 
OB 
OB 
COB 
H0< 
OH 00 
Chrysin (XVIII) ^uareetin(XVn> 
In 1898, KrailewicafKosten«cki and Tambor announced the 
synthesis of the f i r s t f lavone-chrysin.This they obtained 
by the condensation of Ethyl benzoate(xix) and Phloroaceto-
phsnone tra otethyl ether (XX) in presence of sodiua and the 
deraethylatlon of condensation product thro gh hydroiodic acid 
to chrysin (XXI), 
1 1 . 
M«0 OMe 
I J + istoocc H ^ a > 1 1 1 , ' W ••> 
OMe 
(XX) (XIX) 
MeO v^ 
(XXD 
This synthesis of chrysln was soon followed by other syntheses 
of chryaln by Koatanecki and co-workers, of flavone(1899), 
aplganin (1900),and luteolln, a l i t t l e latter. Thsa flavonels 
were aynthesiaed aid soon (1904-1907), flsetln fquereetta| 
Kaeapferol and Morin were synthetically produced. A large 
number of Method for the preparation of hydroxy flavones and 
flavonols have been devised by Koatenceki,Perkin and Bobinson. 
they siay be summed up as unders 
Condensation of (a) alkylated 0-hydroxy acetophenone(XXII) 
with esters of aromatic acids( XXIII) or alternatively (b) 
esters of sal icyl ic acid (XXIV) with acetophenone (XXV), The 
condensing agent used i s metallic sodium. 
^A<hO 
(XXII) 
SOtC 
PCH 
IfSf > 
0 
H 
(XXIII) 
^ ^ < V C V _ / 
Orthoraethoxy 
D i b e n z o y l m e t h a n e . 
12. 
\Acio 
(soar) 
• 1 
MJL 0 
Orthomethoxy 
Dibenzoyl methane 
DamathYlatlon. 
-*tO 
Fiavone (XXVI) 
This (XXVI) i s simple fiavone. The various hydroxy derivatives 
of fiavone may be obtained by e OIK! en sing appropriate esters 
and acetophenone. Another useful method of obtaining the 
confound i s through the chalkons (XXVH) and the flavonone 
(XXVIII) (a reduced fLavane at position 2 and 3) i s fro* 
O-hydroxy acetophenone and Banzaldehyde. 
OB J \ CK 
+• OHC 
COCH^ 
o-Hydroxy acetophenone. Benzaldehyde 
00 CHiCH 
o-hydroxy chalkone 
(XXVII) 
(alcoholic) 
broalnatlon & 
elimination of HBr.with 
HaOH 
Flavanone(XXVIII) 
71avone< 
13. 
(xxsrui) 
Flavanone. 
aayl n i t r i t e 
and conc.HCl 
V :n?OH 
Qximinoflavone, 
\ 
2 4 
in acetic ' 
acid. v#»QH 
Flavonol. 
thus* th i s synthesis provides a ready method of obtain* 
±ng flavanonee and flavonole, two derivatives of flavona, in 
themselves parent sinstances for a aeries of yellow pigment*, 
though a t present in the ease of flavonones, few natural 
colouring natters are known to belong to th i s group such as 
Naringenin and Beeper idin. 
By condensing derivatives of 0-hydroxy aoetophenone and 
of bensaMehyde a variety of flavanonesfflavones and flavonols 
could be obtained. 
In fact the success i n the synthesis of these compounds 
i s very great* Appropriate derivat ives of acetophanones,esters 
of the acids (arose t i e ) ,der ivat ives of benz aldehyde and acid 
anhydrides could be condensed, A d irec t synthesis of Quereette 
by Allan and Kobiasen (J. C.S. 1924 ,12£,2192j 1926,2334)nay be 
mentioned. (XXIX—XXXII). 
HO m 
OH I
0 6
* 
r-Methexy phloro* 
acetopnenone 
(XXIX) 
PCH3 
oo^ 
Veratric anhydride 
(XXX) 
fr-verafrra^f 
14. 
HO HO 
(XXXI)Sf3»f4« trimatbyl ether. 
Beaethyla-
<Z^» 
i do 
COH 
OK 
Qiiercetin (XXXII) 
Conversion of a flavonol (quercetin(XXXII) Into 
anthacvnldin. Cyanidin was early realised by WiHstatter and 
Mill i eon (Switzungeber.Kgl.i^euss.Akad.d.wise, 1914,769;. 
HO -
\OH 
OH Ho 
2E HO. . 
-——> 
.OH OH CBDH OR 
(XXXII) (XXXIIIfc 
th i s (XXXIII) then loses water and passes on to ejanidin 
Chloride (XXXIV) 
RO 
COH 
HO CK 
(XXXI?) 
Next stage in the development arrived with the announcement 
of Freudenbarg and Collaborator a (Ann, 1925,111,135) that 
cyanidin chloride (XXXIV) could be ea ta ly t i ca l ly hydrogenated 
to yielfl dl-epicatechin(XXXV). 
HO 
m m 
<XXXJV) 
to which Robinson and Appel (J. C. 3.1935,426) added the reverse 
reaction i . e . the conversion of the ce tech In to anthocyanidin 
chlorides. d-Catechin tetra methyl ether (XXXVI) when 
broainated i n dloxane (technical)eolation gives bromocyanidin-
tetra aethyl ether bromide which on demethylation(accompanied 
by debroainatioa) with hydro iodic acid and phenol (Ber.i928, 
§1,2505) in presence of phosphorous y ie lds cyanidin chloride 
(XXXVIII) on the replacement of Iodine lay Chlorine through 
precipitated Silver chloride in alcoholic solution, 
Br* 
MSO I - ^ ^ Y ^ F K / * * ^0 
Erin) 
CKOH (Br) \ ^ \ / ^ b i Q H 
(XXXVII) 
HO 
IS 
(IDBiVHI) 
Freudenberg drew attention t o t h i s c lose relationship 
ouch ear l i er than the above mentioned conversions were 
realised in the laboratories . H« suggested diphenyl propane 
as the common parent substance for them* The support to th i s 
16, 
idea also eases from the occurrence of chalkone, hesperetin 
and phloretin in tha plant world which carry the saae skeleton. 
One of tha ways In which diphanyl propane (XXXIX) could be 
written i s as shown below» 
7T^\< 9 
- l ' < 
V^2 
(XXX DC) 
Frost this , i t i s obvious,how by Introduction of hydroxy 1 
groups in position 3*, S9 and 395 f? and 9 and slight rearrange 
-ment, i t should be possible to pass on from compound to 
compound. 
Hobineon (British Assoc. Reports 1921) from the eloss 
relationship between the sugars and the appearance of rod 
pigment in the plant already established by the work of Ewart 
(Journ. Linn or. See* Bot, 1895-7, 51, 445 f Ann.Bot,1897, iXx. 
461; on Slodea Canadensis and other aquatic plants; Overton 
(Nature 1899f 59 ,256} Jahrb Wise Bot. 1899T 33 ) on Hydro-
chorie and other alpine plants and Wulff (Botanisehe Beobueh* 
tungen Aus Spitburgen Lund 1902) on arctic plants, suggested 
that C nucleus of flavonea, flavonola and anthocyan ins nay 
xo 
be derived from the condensation of two molecule a of glucose 
to glyeerose in aldol condensation a. 
Goodyear and Howarth (J.Chem.Soc. 1927, 3141) drew 
attention to the Pyran ring s true tare of the sugar (which is 
a part of the molecule of all these substances) and also to 
17. 
th« anylene oxide structure of the sugar shown below, fhis 
gives a new significance to the tvmetion of sugar in the 
plants. Also i t I s very interesting that of all the plant 
products carbohydrates are the only ones agreed upon to 
have been obtained through photosynthesis* 
HCHC^^pCH^QH 
HOHC 
OH 
CHCH 
18. 
There are a number of points which indicate a close 
relation between carbohydrates and fats both in animals and 
plants, the fattening of animal kept on carbohydrate diet, 
the transformation of carbohydrates at low temperatures into 
fats in the plants, the development of fats in the ItBtaatore 
seeds detached from the parent plant, a l l emphasise this 
dose relationship* 
The fats and o i l s are found in a l l parts of the plant, 
leaves, stems and roots, but by far the largest quantities 
are obtained from the fruits and seeds and therefore these 
attracted early attention. As early as 1861 (Compt. rend. 
1861{ S3, 3801) De Luca found that olives could make fat even 
after separation from the trees, while Pfoffer (Jahrb Wise 
1872 ,_JJ, 580; fbund that psaony seeds, detached from the 
plant t the immature stage when they contained no fat , on 
keeping developed fat to a certain amount. 
fiouslUe (Compt.rend. 1873,3J, 610), could not 
detect any change in the amount of the fat of the olive leaves 
during the ripening of the fruit and Funaro (Uuidw Versuches-
tat , 1880, 25,.52)showed that the ether soluble fat from 
the olive leaves was materially different from fruit flesh 
olive o i l . 
ublxaann<Dlsaertation,Zurich 1902) examined rather 
more closely the development of fat in various species of 
fruits from the earliest stage when there was no fat and 
only starch present, to the later stages of ripening and 
found that as o i l gradually made appearance, the starch 
i». 
granule* diminished and seemed to dissolve in the 'oil plasma ^ 
the development of oil in tha inter stages was rapid,and 
finally the oil occupied tha greater part of tha call under 
obserration* Uhlmann alao noted, In most eaaeaf the formation 
of auger* 
Da Seblon (Compt. rend* 1896, 123
 f 1084; Eev.gan.bot* 
i897tJL.t 3 1 3) investigated tha relative proportiona of 
starch, cane sugar and glucose present in almonds and walnut 
at various stages of ripening and some of his results are 
auaauuriaed below* 
SioBxUMEtih* 
Data of gathering, % fat . % Glucose. * Sucrose, % Starch * 
§fl3 
9 June. 
4 JVLty* 
1 AUgUSt* 
1 September. 
4 October. 
2 
10 
37 
44 
46 
6 
4*2 
0 
0 
0 
6.7 
4*9 
2.8 
2*6 
2.5 
21.6 
14.1 
6*2 
5.4 
5.3 
H2&SI&* 
Data of gathering. % Fat. % Glucose. % Sucrosa. 
6 July. 
1 August. 
15 August. 
t September. 
4 October. 
3 
16 
42 
59 
62 
7.6 
2.4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0*5 
0.6 
0*8 
1*6 
20. 
FTOB these tablee i t wi l l appear that the general 
decrease in carbohydrate value i s marked by accompanying 
increase in fat content* 
Valee (Coopt. rend. 1903,136.114) who reinvestigated o i l 
from alaonds confirmed the work of Du Sab Ion. 
Ivanow end Colleagues (Bei*bot*centr,l9l2f2|£fl59) 
extended these studies to a number of seeds ( Kape,hemp,poppy 
end flax seeds) and found identical r e s u l t s , they also obtained 
evidence, for considerable aaouat of free fa t ty acids in the 
o i l , in the e«rly stages of the development of the seeds, 
characterised by low Iodine values from which they concluded 
that these are saturated higher members of the fatty series* In 
the ease of Linseed (only) they found tha t the character is t ic 
iodine value attained aaxlausi (175) in the f inal stages of 
ripening only and the i r eeheae of the synthesis of fa t from 
carbohydrate In the ease of seed of flax i s given below* 
Glycerol 
Carboay/ \ Fat 
dns>te« \ / 
Saturated unsaturated 
fa t ty acids fa t ty acids 
These observations* about the early development of free 
fa t ty acids and the appreciation of the Iodine value, af ter the 
o i l formation has ceased (linseed o i l ) drew further at tention 
of Ivanow and collaborators a s well as of other investigators* 
J^rre and Fischer (J-Agr.3ci.19i5. 7 * 120 ) who 
repeated Ivanow's work on flax plant under f*r more exactly 
controlled condition*, confiraed the general conclusions of 
21 . 
Ivanow'a work, and showed c lear ly that the o i l accumulates 
rapidly during the early stages of seed developement, after 
which further increase i s comparatively sl ight* the table 
below shows some of their results* 
Bays after flowering. Percentage of Iodine Value. 
Fat i n dry seeds* 
iO 2*5 114 
14 15.1 119 
17 31.1 127 
23 37 143 
28 37 170 
39 39 180 
51 36.3 190 
^jrre who continued the work on the rate of foraa-
tion and character of the o i l in the seed of f lax - Linua 
usi tat isaiaua sad L.caribrosum gave acre detailed account 
la ter (Biocbem. J . 1931. 28
 T 1902J, the conclusions from 
which are reproduced below* 
"The acidic constituents are formed f irs t* Whether 
glycerol i e f oraed a% the saae time only combining with the 
fatty acid a t a l a ter s tage , or whether the formation of 
glycerol I t s e l f i s delayed, i s no t clear* The observations 
reveal a remarkably rapid o i l formation cftw a period of 
some f i f teen days* during which a aaxiaaa o f about 30* of 
o i l * calculated on the dry weight of the seeds» i s reached* 
Changes i n the nature of the o i l continue after o i l 
«2# 
formation lias ceased} i t s unsaturated character, as Measured 
by i ta iodine absorption, continues to increase* It i s 
pointed out that this i s apparently entirely separate change, 
independent of o i l formation". 
Syre suggests a reducing system for the formation of 
fatty acids from carbohydrates, which changes to oxidising 
system leading to the formation of unsaturated fatty acids* 
Barker (J.Soc.Chea.Ihd. 1932, §X±. , 218Jhas confimed 
the aain features of this work. 
Ivanow and Klokow (Allgesu oel.u.Fott.Ztg, 1953, 30
 t 
149; later working on Moscow linseed found that Linolenic 
acid content of o i l r i ses with maturing of the seeds, whilst 
Oleic acid and more so Idnoleie acid content of the o i l 
dialnishes. They also found acetaldehyde, propionic,hexanoic 
acids in the unripe sunflower seed and mustard seed. 
Studies on similar l ines have been conducted on cotton 
seed (Caskey and Gallup, J.Agr. lias* 1931,^1S_, 67l;Lonzinger 
and Kaskina, Maslob. Shir. Delo 193lf 2 f 3 . 57>,Hlger seed 
(Sahaarabuddhe, Indian J.Agric«Sci« ,1932,_3_,57J; and a l l 
these investigators confirm the aain features of the work of 
Ivanow and %re and their collaborators* 
there %B one case (Bauer,Fettcnem.Uaachm, 1934,11^1) 
of sunflower aeeda (grown from the aeeda of one flower head) 
where the Iodine value remained constant throughout, but 
even in th i s case the thio-cyanogen values varied, indicating 
a change in the character of the unaaturation of the ripen* 
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this Is one sot of evidence shoving the synthesis of 
fats from carbohydrates in plants. There i s another line of 
argument to emphasise the relationship and i s based on the 
evaluation of respiratory quotient, which i s , a volume ratio 
between carbon dioxide produced and oxygen consumed by the 
plants. In the normal stage o f things in the plant this 
ratio Is 1 t 1, but as Boer (Aee.trav.bot ffeirl 1928, g&» 
117J has shown i t depends upon the substrate and i t s concen-
tration (Purlswitch, Jahrb.J.Aise Bot.1900, 3£, 73} and 
therefore when carbohydrates (high oxygen content compounds) 
are being transformed to fa ts (low oxygen content compounds) 
during the process of ripening of seeds and fruits, this 
ratio 1 s 1 wil l be materially altered* 
this ratio in the ease of plants has been studied 
amongst others by Godlewski on excised poppy and eastorbean 
seeds (Jahrb.liss.bot. 1882. 13.49)ano Gerber on castor o i l 
seed and olive o i l (Compt.rend. 1897, i££, 658*732; Jour, 
de Hot. 1901, j&t 121}and recently In the case of castor 
o i l bean by Burr and Miller (Bot.Gazette. 1933, 22.,773). 
All these authors find values for respiratory quotient well 
over 1 s 1 ratio and therefore lend indirect support to the 
thesis that in plants, fats are synthesised from carbohy-
drates. 
the above gradually developed evidence that o i l s 
and fats in the plant are mainly obtained from carbohydrates 
led to efforts to elucidate this synthetic mechanism in the 
plant. The photo synthetic origin of fats in the plants 
primarily based on the occurrence of fat l ike bodies in 
Vaucheria lo s t i t s charms, when these bodies did not respond 
24. 
to (Mayar. Ba» dant.bot,aaaa«*i,1917f_3JLt 586| 1918, 3§ , 
5, 2351 674) characteristic biochemical testa far fata* tba 
idta of origin of fata in tba plants from
 :ro tains, cane 
mostly froa tba avidenee ralatad to animals. Tber« seems to 
be a close relationship between them in the plants also,but 
this relationship i s not clser. Stark (J.Aaer. Soc. Agrcn. 
1924y 16 ,T 6S6 )working an soyabean has brought out the 
evidence tout olX and pro tain content of soyabean are corre-
lated and that the cultural condition which affects one, also 
affects the other bat In the opposite direction. 
Than are three very significant observations in 
connexion with tba occurrence of fata and oi l s in tba plants, 
(I) The abundance of CL* acids (Stearic, Oleic, Linoleic, 
end LinoIanic acida) 
(II) tba occurrence of even number of carbon atoms in tba 
aolecule. 
( l i t ) tba atraight chain carbon skeleton. 
tna occurrence of C l g acids in such abundance in nature 
gave birth to tba ldaa that tba sa may ba obtained froa 
hexoses by tba condensation of three molecules of Cg sugars 
and was advanced by Eoil Fischer (Be, 1890, jg,, 2114f 
Untersuchungan Uber Kohlenhydrate Und f eraente, 1909) * 
tba C l 2 acids aay ba obtained by tba condensation of 
two ha*aaa »ala«ulaa,aiid C l f aeida by tba condanaation of 
two molecules of pentoses and one of hexose, bat there are 
no indications so far,that pentosans which are present in 
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about equal quantities in a l l naturally occur lug carbohy-
drates, are transformed into fatty acids. If this partner-
ship of pentoses i s possible, then there i s nothing to 
exclude the condensation of one molecule of hexoae and one 
of pentose to give eleven carbon atoa acids,and of the 
condensation of three molecules to give C,g acids; thus 
giving r ise to odd number of carbon atomsv so far not met 
with in nature* 
Arraetrong and Allan in a theoretical paper (J.Soc. 
GheswXad. 1934, 13., 216T)aleo subscribed to this hexoae 
condensation origin of the fatty acids. They suggested the 
decomposition of a hexoae into C^  units ( that i s Cg—- Cs) 
and then the condensation of these units to give r i se to 
higher acids in which oleic acid mi^it be one of the end 
products* This suggestion of the spil i tt ing of the carbohy-
drate i s quite in conformity with our views about carbohy-
drate fermentation, and as Hilditch (The chemical constitution 
of natural fats »•*« 1943, 286) points out "attractive on 
account of i t s leaning towards C3,Cg and C^  groups which Is 
clearly observable in the natural unsaturated fatty acids as 
under* 
Adds in which this grouping 
<BMSjJsiSLaJSa£3&3WS^ mniMmmi^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
CQ CHS(CH2)7CH • or e Oleic, L,inoleic,Linolenic? 
oleorUaric,hejcadecf7nic,tetra-
CH(CH2J .COOK deconic,ricinoleic,eraic,and 7
 also cetyl alcohol* 
C3 • CH.CHg.CH * Linoleic and Linolenlc. 
Cg C%(CHg)4»CK «©r 
CH.(CH2)4CO<K Linoleic and Petroeelenic. 
C 1 2 <^3(C3l2)10CH - Petroeelenic, 
SBk* 
She observations of Elude (Holv.Chera. acta. 1931
 y |± , 
881) and iieichel (Angew Che»# 1933, §la. 1 9°) t h a t fructose 
la more readily converted to fatty acids than other carbohy-
drates Is of some lttportance la this connexion. 
Haehn and Kintoff (Bo. 1923, £§± 437; Cheaic der Sella 
e Gewene, 1925, 12. 115) have observed consistent formation 
of carbon dioxide during the synthesis of fatty acids froffi 
carbohydrates and this faet would need the decomposition 
of the carbohydrate molecule, and militate against the sugges-
tion of the format ion of fatty acids by the condensation 
of the carbohydrate a, bat i t i s to be noted that carbon 
dioxide even in this formation of fatty acids will also be 
invariably evolved in every ease on account of the degrada-
tion of the higher acid to lower acid, the node of this 
degradation i s through 3-oxidation, which requires the break* 
down of the chain in pairs of two carbon atoms and i s a 
process definitely established in the case of animal l i fe* 
Assuming that the higier acid i s C
 g f this degradation 
will give C l g t another very eoraaon acid in the plants. Ara-
strong and Allan ( loc.cit .J were willing to accept B-oxidatlon 
device for the formation of abundant palmitic aeid provided 
i t was accompanied with hexa-or tetra-decenole acid.Hilditch 
( loc . c i t . ) points oat a serious difficulty in accepting this 
B-oxidation mechanism* Hi i s process wil l yield from Oleic 
aaid ? : 8 hexa decenoic acid and 5: 6 tetra decenoic 
acid; these aelds are known to have uns&ttiratlon at 9 t 10, 
that i s at the aaae place as of Oleic acid. In this connexion 
aaedlsy-Madean's (the Metabolism of fat f •London* t1943)remarks 
are significant that palmito-oleie acid (C t A?2" w h i e h *• 
2% 
much more widely distributed than wee previously realised) 
contains i t s unsaturation at 9 t 10 that i s , the doable 
bond i s not centrally placed sad therefore thie le 's theory 
i s not applicable. Also Grande (;ikand. Arch, iliysiol. 1934,§&, 
189) has described the occurrence of dehydrogenases in many 
plant seeds capable of using stearic and palmitic adds as 
hydrogen donstore, and recently the fona&tion of oleic from 
stearic acid by such an emsyme has been demonstrated* and 
the position of i t s doable bond established as identical 
with that ct the natural 9 i 10 oleic acid (Lang and Adickee, 
Z.phyaiol.Qi«a.l93y, ggg
 f 2401 249, 1940, g§£ t 123J, sad 
therefore after this convincing demonstration of formation 
of oleic from stearic acid through dehydrogenases, the 
position of the double bond between 9i l0 carbon atoms cannot 
be regarded as throwing any l ight on the manner of synthesis 
from carbohydrate. 
There i s an alternative scheme described below for 
the synthesis of the fatty acids from carbohydrate in the 
plants* The main idea of which scheme i s the building up of 
plant fatty acids from substances carrying two carbon atoms 
In the molecule. 
It was suggested by flencki (J.i5rakt.Ch«m,1878, 12, 
105) that in the formation of butyric acid - a four carbon 
compound from lactic acid a three carbon coaoound-actaldehyde 
was an intermediate stage. Two molecules of acetaldehyde 
condensed to give aldol which by a molecular rearrangement 
gave r ise to butyric acid* 
28. 
SJjCBOHCOCB • CHgCSO + COg + Hg 
CHjCHO + GH^ CHO - CHjCHOH O^CHO -CHjCHg'O^COOH 
Magnus Lsvy (Rngelmwnn'a Archive, 1902, 365) and subsequently 
Leathee (Problems o f Anlaal Metabolism, 'London' 1906) deve-
loped the idea o f b u i l d i n g up mora and more complex a ldola 
by the s e r i a l addi t ion o f two atoms o f carbon. 
The formation o f an e ight carbon atom f a t t y acid may 
ba explained aa under, 
4CH5CH0 > CH3CH(0H)GH2GHQH.CH2CH(OH)CH2CH0 
t h i s aldehyde by the losa of four molecules of water w i l l 
give an unsaturated aldehyde, which on reduction and oxida-
tion w i l l give an e ight carbon fat ty acid O^CHgjgCOOH. 
The objection that the condenaation nay give r i s e to 
branched chain compounds was soon shown unfounded by Haper 
(J.Chem.Soc.1907, £ i , 1831)by condensing two molecules of 
aldol to a straight chain carbon compound, and by Smedley 
(J.Oiem.Soc. 1911
 f J g b 1627)by condensing two molecules of 
Crotonaldehyde to a straight chain eight carbon compound. 
Saedley and Lubrsynska (3iochem.J.19l3. 7
 f 364) 
suggested pyruvic acid to be the building unit in the forma-
tion of fatty acids from carbohydrates as shown below:-
CEjCO.COQR+CH3.C0.C00H. *C%CB(0H).<aa2«CO.000H^ COg 
sCH3CHiCH.00.a>CH+ HgO 
lCH3CH2.CH2.CCX)H+ OOg 
CB3GHt CH. 00* OOOH + CH3OO. COOB rCH3GHi CH<3I<0H) . C&g* 00. OOOB + CGg 
;CH5CHiCH.CH*CH.C0.C00H. + H0g 
-CEJCHICHCTICH.CHO + QQ 
•C^Cft^ C^CSgCBgOOOH 
From th i s , higher fa t ty acid a, may ba b u i l t up on similar 
I t i i interesting in th i s connexion to note that 
Koatyachew (Zait,IVsiol.Chera. 1912,22., 130,359; considered the 
formation of pyruvic acid and acetaldehyde as intermediate 
stages i n the formation o f alcohol frost glacese. 
( i ) C^I^Og
 r 2C&3 CO COOH +(4H) 
(ii)2CH3C0.C0OT - 2CC^+ 2C^.CHO 
(iiDaCBjGHO + (4H)S2a%CH2QH 
Hie recent work of Kuhn and others (J. C.S. ,1938,506) 
on aliphatic polyenes from aldol l i k e condensation of acetal-
dehyde and croton-aldehyde in presence of fpiperidine acetate* 
as a cata lys t , has yielded a ser ies of higher vinylene 
hoaologues of croton-aldehyde. All the aldehydes condense 
with malonic acid, y ie lding compound with one more double 
bond i n the molecule giving wmo-carboxylic acid (directly) 
in the ease of lower aldehydes end dicarboxylic acid from 
higher polyenes ( in presence of piper Idine only) . These 
dicarboxylic scide are converted to monocarboxylie aeid by 
boi l ing with acet ic aeid end aeet le anhydride instead of 
thermal decomposition. The colour i n the polyene maless 
appearance with four conjugated double bonds in the molecule. 
The hexa-deeabaptaenal. obtained as deep red needles 
gave with malonic aeid hexadeeeheptaenal malonic aeid. 
CH^eiltCH^.CHj C(COQH)2 
which absorbed e ight hydrogen atoms on cata lyt ic hydrogene-
tion and on d i s t i l l a t i o n yielded colourless e l l which on 
so l id i f i cat ion was Identif ied as Identical in a l l respects 
with the natural s tearic acid* 
This i s for the f i r s t time a d irec t synthesis of 
stearic acid from a two carbon compound and I s of great 
30, 
iaportance in connexion with the biological synthesis of 
fatty a d d s In nature. Kuhn points out that "though w« do not 
know the ' interaoedia te' occurlng in nature, this synthesis 
stay be founded on a catalytic condensation of eight molecules 
of aeetaldehyde in a straight dm in. Hot only aeetaldehyde 
but i t s derivatives, and predecessors like pyruvic acid aay 
undergo m aldol condensation* During metabolism, reduction 
certainly occurs at an earlier stage than in our synthesis, 
since highly unsaturated fatty acids, which could be detec-
ted by their colour, have not as yet been observed". 
Some efforts have been made through enzymes to estab-
l ish the relation between fat and carbohydrate (in vitro) 
and investigate and elucidate the formation of fatty acids 
from carbohydrates end ot&er substances and i t i s interesting 
to examine then now. 
Maclean and Hoffert (Biochem.J. 1923, J2 ,720} i924f 
1&, 1274} 19321 frf. 370)have investigated the formation of 
fat in S&ccharoayees and have shown that the fat Is formed 
when yeast i s suspended in an oxygenated sugar solution; that 
this sugar i s replacable by the salts of acetic, lact ic and 
pyruvic acids* they have also shown that when phosphate i s 
Added to above sugar solution, the formation of fat i s greatly 
increased and the production of fat i s more regular in a 
aediua containing fructose than in one containing glucose* 
From these results the authors emphasise that the formation 
of a fructose phosphate i s a stage in the formation of fat 
from carbohydrate* In this connexion the observations of 
Oori end colleagues are interesting "that aerobic phosphory* 
lation of glucose leads in ce l l free tissue extracts to the 
3 1 . 
formation of fructose diphosphate** 
Endomyces vsrnalu- an organ!am in which fat content 
could ho raised to a high level , was used as a source of 
protein and fat food during 1914 war in Germany. Lindner 
(woch.brauerei. 1919, 3§ , 188) has shown that i t could 
assimilate alcohol and that alcohol could a&ve as a source 
of fat* 
Hasan and Kintoff haws shown that the fungus 
Jfindomycea vernalia (Ber.deut.Chea.Gea. 1923,5£, 439) i s capable 
of building fat when grown on a medium containing acetic 
anhydride and even ethyl alcohol as the only source of 
carbon, and latter (Cheaieder zel le a Gewebe, 1925, 12.115) 
they obtained quantitative results with glucose and deter-
mined the percentage of free fatty acids (Oleic 23# to 30%) 
and their mean molecular weight (235*245) and Iodine value 
(64*6*105*2). 
they grew the organism in media containing 1 to 4% 
of ethyl alcohol| aldol, glycerol, pyruvic acid, lact ic acid 
and aeetaldehyde and found their power to form fat was in 
the above order. 
Stephenson and Waetham (Proc.Hoy. Soc.'London1 B,1922, 
93,262$B,1923,§5_,200) found that timothy gt&a* bacclllus can 
syntheslse fat from sugar and when the supply of the carbohy-
drate I s exhausted the fat rapidly disappears* 
Hecently Keichel and Schmidt have repeated and 
extended the investigations of Raehn and Kintoff on Sndoayces 
vernalls and reported 23% conversion of glucose, fructose or 
cane sugar to fatty matter and that fructose was an excep* 
32. 
t i ona l l y good source of fat* They a lso reported t h a t while 
the higher ( 8 to 10 carbon atom) sa tura ted aldehyde (octyl 
oar decyl aldehyde) were converted to the corresponding 
higher sa tura ted a c i d s , the unsaturated aldehyde the hexene-
d i a l , CH3(CfItCMJ CHO and the o e t a t r i e n a l were transforaed 
t o h igher f a t t y acids* 
The scheme they suggested for the formation of the 
higher f a t t y acids from acetaldehyde and other aldehydes i s 
given below» 
0(3^CRO •C%CHtCH.GHO + CH^ CKO ;CH3CHiffi.CH»GH»(3fO 
n«x<5nedial 
<a)3CH3CH*CH«<2KtCHUC!fO sGR$l><$lt€B) COOH 
Octadecaoctaenolc acid. 
Cb)3CHsCHiCH.eittCR.C!IQ ®2 ^ SeHj.CHg^CHg*08*^0*0 
¥ GR^CCI^.C^) .(GHtCH) .COOH 
(c)(3Is.CH2*CH2*CHlCH#CH0 + CH^CH*CH.CHJ 01,0180 + ^CHgCHgCHiCH.CHO 
^ Acid atoc ^ ^ Oleic acid » S tear ic a c i d . 
fu r the r though they have not been able to reproduce 
Haehn audi Kin toff ' a work with pure g lyce ro l , they nave shown 
tha t taixturae of g lycero l with pyruvic ac id , acetaldehyde, 
croton->-aldehyd«,liexenedial and o c t a t r i a n a l yielded the 
mixtures of f a t t y acid a and fat* They also s t a t e tha t the 
coJtponenta o f the product are L i a o l e i c . Oleic and Palmit ic 
acid hu t do n o t give any ana ly t i ca l data to support i t * 
Thia l i n e of work i s important and i n t e r e s t i n g and 
as Bi ld i tch ( l e c e i t ) po in t s out should he pursued* 
This , then, i s the pos i t ion o f our knowledge about 
the e labora t ion o f f a t s from carbohydrates in the p l a n t . 
This knowledge has got gape y e t to be f i l l e d in i s obvious} 
53. 
but gradually a pictura ia emerging and our idea are getting 
clearer* Tha hexoee condenaation hypothesis for the manufac-
tura of plant fatty aclda s t i l l lnrltaa attention and atimu-
lates Interest* The natural oeeurrance of fatty acids with 
multiples of s ix carbon atoms la tha main «uay of the 
advocated of this hypothaala. The presence of the dehydro-
genases in tha aaeda of many a plant« capable of converting 
(in vitro) atearic acid into 9tl0 oleic acid, has reduced 
tha importance of unaaturation obtained in the plant fata* 
The non-existence of tha hydroxy la ted long chain carbon 
compounds in the plant and tha carbon to carbon attachment 
of carbohydrate a, ouch againat the present known mode of 
their reaction, are two objections against hexose condanaa-
tlon hypotheses of tha elaboration of fata* 
the Init ial stagea of B-oxidatlen process aa auggaatad 
by Hilditeh Cloc.citj , though not in thia connection, may 
explain the non-existence of highly hydroxylated compounds 
aa shown belowi 
iaacK HgO ^ CHgj HOCK 
CH0B HgO CHg HOOH 
• « 
CHOH CCM. Kr tO CH 
I > II ^ i II ¥ » - HOCH 
the carbon to carbon attachment in carbohydrate Is 
diff icult to visualise though heterotrophic bacteria (wood 
and Workman, &&ayaology Vol* II 1942, 135) capable of fixing 
carbon dioxide by carbon to carbon bond are now known* A 
middle course i*e* tha resolution of hexose into C^unita 
advocated by Arastrong and Allan ( loc.c i t ) appears to be 
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appreciated by Hi Id Itch because of too prominence which 
certain grouping* obtained In the naturally securing fatty 
aeida, r*e*&*B on this suggestion. 
tha elaboration of fata from the decomposition producta 
of carbohydrata obtained la alcoholic fermentation of augars 
(acetaldehyde W one lei, Magma* Levy and Leathesj pyruvic 
acid- Saadley-Uaciaan and Lubrxynaka; erotonaldehyde-Kaha 
and collaborators; iithyl alcohol, aeetaldehyde etc. through 
iSadoayees vernalia - Haehn and Eintoff, «eiehel and Schmidt ) 
has been shewn possible experimentally • 
tha abundant C18 aelda along with other saturated 
and unsaturated aeida and cetyl alcohol has been obtained 
and therefore, tha problem in the main seams to have baen 
solved, Ihe question now remains why and how diffaraat 
aeida era obtained in different species of plants.Apparently 
thia difference wi l l finally depend upon the contents of 
the seeds which daring and after germination elaborate 
different carbohydrates f inally responsible towards the 
close of a cycle of a plant, for different aeida in the seeds* 
Therefore, along with other studies for obtaining a clear 
picture of th is mechanism, a thorough examination of the 
total contents of various seeds i s obvious. 
3$ . 
Celery. 
Celery I s second i n importance o f the salad crops, 
In value and popular i ty being exceeded only by "Lettuce% 
a t one time a luxury, but now i s a coon on a r t i c l e in the 
d i e t and ava i lab le throughout the yea r . I t i s a p lant of 
aarshy places and according to Sturtevant CS.L.Sturtevant-
notea on edible p l an t s W.Y. State Sta . Kept* p a r t H f 1919} 
" i t s hab i t a t extends from Sweden to Algeria , %ypt,Abyssinia 
and in Asia even to t he Caucasus, Baluchistan and the moun-
ta ins of India. I t has been found growing wild in Terra de l 
Fuego, I n Cal i fornia and in Hew Zealand. Ike wild plant was 
probably used for medicinal purposes for hundreds of years 
before i t was used as a food* There i s no evidence t h a t i t 
was groan by anc ien ts a s a food p l an t , but i f i t was pleated 
a t a l l , i t was for medicinal purposes* The f i r s t mention of 
i t s cu l t iva t ion as a food p lan t was in l6?3 in France. The 
f i r s t cu l t iva ted ce le ry d i f fe red l i t t i e from the wild p lan t " . 
Celery* "Apiua graveolens ' i s a b iennia l p l an t , 
although grown as annual crop. Under sotae conditions the 
p l an t behaves a s an annual , developing flowers and seeds 
during the f i r s t yea r . Celery belongs t o the family "Unbsll i-
fe rae* . The flowers a re smal l , white and are borne in compound 
uoabels aaong the leaves of the flower s t a l k , which grows to 
the he igh t of 2 to 3 f ee t . Celery th r ives bes t when the 
weather i s r e l a t i v e l y eool and r a i n f a l l moderate and well 
d i s t r i bu t ed during the growing season. I t needs a long 
growing season* Dis t inc t v a r i e t i e s are not so numerous nor 
so c l e a r l y separable from each o the r as i s the case with 
«€* 
aost of the vegetables. 
According to Thomson there are not aore than twenty 
American varieties that are distinct enough to justify 
separate naaing. Cmoapson» Vegetable crops,232, Ithaca, 1929). 
Both baridity ana environment are involved in quality. 
It i s well known that soae variet ies are of better quality 
than otilers and i t i s known also that the conditions under 
which the crop i s grown affect quality* Celery to be classed 
as of good quality, sust be crisp and tender and have a 
pleasant, sweet, nut l ike flavour* Some varieties posses a l l 
of these qualit ies, but those most commonly grown fa l l far 
short of meeting the requirementB. flavour seens to be 
influenced acre by variety than by environmental factors. 
In India the popular name i s Karaffs and the Hindi 
name i s Amanda and according to watt (watt- The Coastercial 
Products of India* 72, 1903) i s grown as a garden crop 
chiefly for the use of Europeans in the vicinity of the 
towns* Karaffs i s abundantly mentioned and uti l ised in the 
Unani (Greek) system of medicine. They mention that each 
country has got i t s own variety but chiefly they classify 
i t under the following five heads; 
<i) Garden, 
( i l ) Hilly, 
( i l l ) Rocky, 
(iv) Herbaceous, 
and (v) Aquatic, 
and they ut i l i se soetly the garden variety* inay mention i t s 
uses as a deobetruent and resolvent, as a tonic, as a 
pectoral, as a diuretic and eaminative adjunct to purgatives 
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(Dyoock, fnaraacographia Indies, 1883J. The officinal root 
is considered alterative and diuretic and given in anasarca 
and col ic , the seeds are also used as stimulant and cordial. 
I t s use is also mentioned for l iver and spleen diseases. 
Bengal and the Panjab cultivate i t for i t s seeds and 
roots respectively. JUocally seed ie used as a spice while 
branch, stem and leaf stalk are used by Europeans. Boots 
are used in a nuaber of preparations such as stew, soup,etc. 
(Nandkarni, Indian Afateria Medica;. In the wild state It i s 
poisonous to a certain degree. Uf. For stu.Pr.tfsc. 1786,67; 
Paulus.Aegineta'Adaiae,Conniint' 111, 106; Phamacog.md.ii, 
122-24, Queensland.Agri.Jour. 1903,xiii,257,U. S.Dept.Agri, 
Founess Bull, 1902, *o. 148). 
38. 
So far as i t could be ascertained the only mention of 
a glue©aide in celery (&*glish equivalent of Indian Karaffs) 
i s in 1343 (Ann.Chira.Phya, 1843, » i i i , ,J£ ,250) , as reported 
by Chopra (Indigenous Drugs of India, 1933y 463), there 
appears no subsequent work on this point, though profuse 
mention of a glucoside, apiin, from celery seed i s made in 
the literature* 
Apiin i s the name given to a gelatinous substance, 
obtained, both by Rump (Buchner Report* f*Pharm*l836,£,6) 
and Braconnot (Ann.Chim.Phye. 1843t ' H i ' , 9. 250)from the 
stem, leaves, and seeds of parsley* 
Plant a and Wallace (Ann. 1350,21, 262) obtained apiin 
as a colourless mass (M.P. 180°C) and assigned to i t the 
formula ^ H a a V the brown product obtained from this 
(apiin) by acid (dilute) hydrolysis was represented by the 
formula, G^a^C^. 
Subsequently Llndenbom (Inaugural Dissertation, 
Wurzburg 1867) obtained apiin for the f irs t time in a crysta-
l l ine form U.P.228°C| C,53.S7$, H,5.35*) and found that on 
acid hydrolysis apiin yielded glucose and apigenin (Ml*P. 
343°C,Found C,66.13£, H, 3.9%) and gave to apiin the formula 
probably proceeded as under*-
0 lA4°7 V W a C6H12°6 
Later Von Oerichten (Ber* 1876* 9
 t 1124 § Annalen 318 ,124) 
Investigated apiin (Merck's) and showed that on alkaline 
fusion It gave phloroglucinol and an acid not closely examined J 
S9. 
but from which, under mm energetic conditions of reaction, 
proto-catechulc acid sod soma oxalic, formic and p-hydroxy-
benaolc acids ware obtained. As a result of th i s investigation 
h . c«.i<*red .p lg - i la to b . r*pr.„ot,d by C ^ O , « * »pli» 
by ^ ^ o 0 ! ^ ' y * e l d l n S g^aeoaa and apigenln on acid hydrolysis 
aa below* 
WV V t 15 10 5 6 12 6 
3ub aequo ntly Von Gerichtan (1901, l o c . c i t . ; found 
that regulated acid hydolyais of apiin ( Q'5% sulphuric acid 
and half am hour's reflosing) yields aplaae (identified by 
conversion into an osasona a. P. 145-55°C) and glucoseapigenin 
(*•?. 215-220°Cj Cy$8,43y59*eC^yH,4*73,4'5^) and ha suggested 
the foraula c a f i H 8 f l ° 1 A *©* apiin, Glucoseapigenin on prolonged 
acid hydrolysis decomposed Into glucoBe Cldantlflad through 
i t s osazone) and apigenin. The acid hydrolysis proceeded as 
shown balow 
^Wr" Y >c-w* + H*0 
Vu°« 
»<B*»<B«^ 
c.G^m 
-r S^oS -^ S^JS8 &W& » 
Vit°« «" 
CCJ^Cft 
OH CO 
The action of Mi trie acid on apiin yielded picric and oxalic 
acids only* 
40. 
Perkin (Proceedluge, 1897, J. C. s . ,1897,805; Perkin and 
Everest. The natural Organic Colourring Matters, 1918,144) «ho 
examined aplin (Merck's), Mentions a method for obtaining 
i t in a colourless raaee of fine, silky needles, fro* a 
boiling, saturated, water solution. His values for carbon 
and hydrogen contents of aplin agreed with those of Linden* 
born and Von Geriehten ( l o c . c i t . ) . 
P«rkin (loc.cit .)digested apigenin in a boiling 
solution of caustic potash and obtained froa i t two products 
Phloroglucinol (M*P# 210°C) and p-h/droxy acetophenone(ii.?« 
107) • this latter compound further degraded to yield p-hydroxy 
benzoic acid (M.P. 209-10°C), but no protoeatee&uic acid, as 
observed by Von Gerichten, was f onsed* 
Parkin ( loc .c i t . ) oeti^ylated and ethylated apigenin 
and obtained the dl-ethers only* Tnese di-ethers on acetyla-
tion yielded mono-acetyl di-ethers, thus establishing the 
presence of t i re* hydoxyl groups in apigenin, and also, that 
one of tiiera i s In the ortho position to carbonyl group* He 
also degraded through alkaline fusion these di-ethers and 
froa a similarity end correspondence of the reactions of 
apigenin with those of Ghrysln, C^ gH 0 .which had already 
been given the formula of a di-hydroxy flavone, by Kostanecki 
(Ber; 1893, §§, 2901), Perkin assigned to apigenin the 
formula of a hydoxy chrysln to explain the various reactions. 
BO 
Perkin (loc.cit.) mention a in connexion with the 
hydrolysis of aplin that this "in comparison to aost 
41* 
glucosldea is but slowly decomposed by acids "and therefore 
he raised the time of digestion with d i lu t e hydrochloric 
acid from ten hours (Von Qeriehten loc .c i t* ; to twenty hours 
for the coapletion of reaction* Sven then he obtained 
apigenin in only AO% yields of the apiin ess>loyedf » an 
amount considerably l ess than tha t indicated by theory", the 
loss in the yield he a t t r ibutes to the oro\.n product siaml-
taneously produced with apigenin in the above reaction. In 
support for the long time necessary to hydrolyse apiin to 
apigenin he records carbon aid hydrogen values for samples 
of apigenin analysed at various stages of the operation. 
In connexion with protocatechuic acid which Von 
Gerichten ( l o c . c i t . ; , obtained, and which Perkin ( l oc . c i t . ; 
could n o t reproduce} Von Garichten subsequently (Ber.1900, 
33. 2334) found was due to his apiin (4@rcks preparation; 
being contaminated with a glucoeide of luteol in aonoaethyl-
ether, which he found was present in the leaves and stems 
of Parseiey. 
Later apigenin was synthesised by Czajkoweki, 
Kostauecki and Taabor (Ber. 1900,_33t 1996) and the above 
forwula assigned by Perkin w&s supported. 
Power and Browning (J .C.3. 1914.105. l833)working on 
the flowers of Anthesds nobi l i s obtained a compound M.P.178-
80°C, which fro® a consideration of the composition of i t s 
acetyl-derivative and the hydro ly t ic products w a found by 
thea to be a glucoslde of apigenin. IMs glucoeide carried 
three aoleculee of water» two of which could be removed hy 
O prolonged heating a t 125-130 C or drying over calcium 
chloride, but the th i rd aolecule of water could not be taken 
42. 
away without rupturing the molecule. Therefore, they formu-
lated glucoae apigenin as C 2I H 2Q°IO* B 2 0 * ^F<mn<i C*55»S f^ 
55.^ fH,5,Q^,5,0^){ C2iH20010*^0» Teo}sirea Cf56,0(#tH 4.8S*. 
these authcrs also repeated Von Gerichten'sCloc.cit.) 
regulated hydrolysis of apiln (commercial) ami obtained only 
n 9 
a product H.P* 132-195°C and not the product H.P.215-220 C 
and therefore* they considered that Von Qerichten's product 
4»P.215»220°C was probably mixed up with the higher melting 
coapound apigenin (a .? , 343°C). therefore, theee authors 
daiaed that the glucoaide ot apigenin M.P.178-180°C, which 
they have obtained i s a new glucoaide. Tasitro lakaoki 
(J.Hiarta.Soc.Japat; §&,, 502-6} Abstracts' in English' 190-91) 
working n the yellow white flowers of the double variety 
of Zinnia| obtained in l£ y ie lds , yellow crysta ls f which on 
recrys ta l l l sa t ion from methyl alcohol-ace tone mixture} gave 
14, P« 218-20 °C. Fro* the r e su l t s of the hydrolysis and the 
analytical values of th i s compound he assigned to i t the 
for Aula CoiH20°iO ,8B2° * a glucoaide of apigenin)* The 
anhydrous coapound decomposed a t 227-236°C. The substance 
o 
reerystal l ised froa pyridine also decomposed a t 236*227 C. 
Hagal (J.Agr.Cham. SocJapan 1*41,12,483, Bull.Agr. 
Cham. Soc.Japan iX,50 (in English} mentions the occurrence of 
7-5-4'-trihydroxyflavone-?-glucoside in the leaves and stems 
of Euphorbia thyaofolia, but no other de t a i l s about t h i s 
work are available* 
Compared to the glucosides in the celery, the essential 
o i l s in Vae plant at t racted such attention of the investiga-
tors la*cst countries. 
43. 
Tha« i t has been the subject of a number of papers 
in Germany frea 1892 onward a (ine Volati le o i l s *Glldeaeister 
and Hoffmann 1922,318;; in i n l a n d i t ha* been examined by 
Swenholt (Midland Drug and Pharm.Hev.l9lO,44_t220) $ in Franca 
by G. Igolan (Perfumes Franca 1937, 15
 f 219, 23; Parfuoe da 
Franca 1936. 14
 f 12) j and i n Aaeriea by Cavanger (Ball . 
HaU.Feraulary, Com. 1839. 7
 f 231-233, 293-294). 
Seas of these investigators have also paid attention 
to the o i l from the roots and l eaves of t h i s plant. The wild 
South African variety (Pencedanua Qalbanun) was examined by 
Jurit: (Ghea.Sewa, 1923, £g£f 67) 
Ine alcohols in the celery o i l have bean investigated 
by Huxicks and Sto l l (Helv.Ghia. Acta ,1923, £ ,846) , but no 
aantion appears of any work on karaffs seeds (Indian garden 
celery)• 
In Ui« main the concluaiana (GUdaueistar and 
Beffaann l o e . e i t . ) are that the essent ia l o i l in the —9& i s 
about 2*3 to 3*0J* and that i t i s made up of the following 
constituents. 
1. hydrocarbons 7QJ*. Thexe consist of d,Limonine(60£) and 
d,Selin«ne (about 10%) 
2 . Alcohols 2'5 to 3»o*. 
3 . flcdanolide 2*5 to 3»Q^. 
4» Sedanonic acid 
anhydride 0'5% (pure), and 
Residua 10*0JI 
the amount of the o i l Is l eas t in the l«avea(0.1#) 
and moat (2.5 to 3.0#) i n the seeds. 
44* 
Freshly cut herb does not give as good a yield of 
the o i l as the one which has bean leapt a l i t t l e tlas* 
The fixed o i l froa celery was investigated by Clemens 
Oria:« (Bot»S*Inst.Hamberg,Pharni.Zentre.l9ll, 52, 661) who 
obtained It from the seeds through ether extraction in 
16*7$ yields and recorded i t s physical constants, and fflore 
fully by QtrlsUan and Hllditch ( Bio chenu J . 1929 ,23,327) who 
mentioned the occurrence of palmitic sold 3?,petroselenlc 
acid 51£, olaie aeld 2©* and Linoleic acid 20? in the 
saad oil* 
They found unaaponiflabia matter 2*2$* 
During recant tins aelery has attracted the attention 
of investigators mostly in Anerloa and a number of papers on 
sugars,pectin contents, insulin, vitamins and other 
nitrogeneous bodies in the celery roots* leaves and seeds 
have appeared. Soae of these papers are purely agricultural 
studies while others ara biological assays of the various 
constituents of roots, leaves and saeds of celery* 
So, the present posi t ion, is , that apart froa the 
o i l s (essential and fixed) of the celery seeds, we know that 
i t contains apiin. This apiln(frota parsley seeds) i s 
reported to have been obtained as a colourless mass 
«• P. 178-180°C, and in crystalline fora M.P. 228°C. This 
crystalline structure was observed undera aicro scope. 
Von Gerichten and Parkin, who investigated apiin and i t s 
compounds do not asntion i t s melting point, but quote 
Undenborn's M.P.228°C. Hydrolysis of apiin gives consider* 
ably low yields of apigenin compared to that required by 
theory and mixed up with a brown product* 
45* 
Tiro glucoaeapigenins a r t r e c o r d s in l i t e r a tu r e , One 
by vea Qeriehten S.P* 8iS-220°C and supported by t a i i t r o , 
who obtain ad a glucoaeap genin from Zinnia M.P.2lB-220°C.Thla 
work of Von Qarlchten on glucoteapigenin on repeti t ion by 
Powar and Browning did not repeat the product *.P.215-220°C, 
but yielded a product M.P.l9i-i95°G. Tlie second glucoseapigenlh 
recorded la from Anthem i s nobi l l s , by Power and Browning 
M*P* 173-130°0« I t l a noticeable that a l l these glucoseapigenim 
melt over a range of 3° to 5°C« Further, apiln as va i l ag,al l 
those glucoeeapigenina are reported to crysta l l i se out with 
varying molecule a of water. Smm of this water can be da* 
hydra tad over calcium chloride or removed by prolonged 
beating a t 110 to 125°Ct but one isolecule of water can not be 
ao removed from thm without rupturing the molecule. 
Fro« the above account i t wi l l appear that no 
systematic and quanti tat ive work (apart from o i l s ; baa bean 
done on celery seeds* <Xir knowledge of a definite nature 
of the other constituents of the celery seeds ia Indeed very 
l i t t l e * Ho work of my nature seems to have been done oa 
Karaffs seeds (Indian celery)* These seeds, though a t one 
time imported
 t ere now considerably grown in the country 
arid there fore
 y i t appeared of so rue iisportance and in tore at 
to investigate the seeds* 
Karaf a is abundantly grown round about Allgarh and 
therefore ia easi ly available and the maintenance of the 
uniformity of the material analysed possible* The local 
kar-Affs *-^da considerably differ f roa the Bengal and the 
Panjab var ie t ies in colour and t a s t e . 
46. 
The moisture and the a eh content of the seeds were 
determined and found 2*5J& and 123* respectively* 
The Inorganic elements found in the ash were calcium, 
magnesium, iron and aluminium. 
The extractable s e t t e r from the seeds by the following 
organic solvents was found as noted below:-
Ether 14' Z% 
Petroleum ether l i f 5 £ 
Carbon tetrachloride 14 '3?J 
Aiefthol (95$) lS'QfS 
The percentage yie ld of the extract was maximum in 
the case of alcohol and minimum in the case of Petroleum 
ether* Sxperience showed that alcohol was a better solvent 
for the solid constituents of the seeds than water, 
The seeds (500 g) were taken in & special ly construc-
ted round bottom, short neck, copper f lask, tinned inside 
and steaa(superheated, 120-125°C) d i s t i l l ed* The o i l was 
col lected from the d i s t i l l a t e by ether ex traction,purified 
and weighed (11'25 g; . The y ie ld obtained was 2#25f* 
(Gildeiaeistsr end Hoffmann,loc.cit. , 2*5 to S'QjCj Swenholt 
l o c . c i t . 2'44£}« 
The o i l (13•53 & 5 D^8 0'3426) after tfte usual 
4 
purification wag fractionally distilled under reduced 
pressure(2 ism) and three fractions of the oil and a residue 
obtained. 
47. 
Fractions, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Bath temp* 
45-48 
95-115 
170-190 
Residue 
°C Boiling Point 
33-34 
76-80 
105-115 
0 
C 
Yield (g) 
6*17 
3*00 
1*1 
Best 
The residue in the flask was acidic to litatus and 
was not further worked up* 
fraction 1, when redist i l led at atmospheric pressure 
(74*65 ems) ease over 174-l75°C. Its specific gravity was 
found to be dLg0*8495* It yielded a dihydrochloride M*P.48°C 
and two tetra-broaides M.P. 103°C and M.P. 105°C.These were 
vry distinct in their crystalline (needles and plates)form. 
Its molecular weight as found by the boiling point method 
was 134,9(LlmoneiietB.P.174-l75°C,dihydrochloride M*P*49-50°Ct 
tetrabromldes M.P, 104-105°C and molecular weight 136). 
the second fraction redistil led at atmospheric 
pressure (74*65 cms) came over a range of 6°C from 263°to269^ 
and was apparently a mixture* However, i t yieldedf a di -
hydrochloride M.P. 72°C in good yields. I ts molecular neight 
by the boiling point method was found to be 208.On coabuation 
i t gave C987*77$ and HtU *53#.<Selinene requires H.W.204; 
C,83*23$, Hfll»77*i and yields a dihydrochloride M.P.72-74°C) 
The third fraction being very small could not be 
d i s t i l l ed at atmospheric pressure and atteapts to obtain 
derivatives from 11 did not succeed. 
48, 
It was therefore, concluded that karaffs seeds 
contain 2'2S£ essential o i l . The diati l lable fraction from 
this o i l i s 79*0£. Liraonene (presumably both d,l,forms) 
occurs in the o i l in 45*4^ yields (Gildemetster and Hoffmann, 
loc . c i t . 60'OJf d-limonene). 
Also that aelinene occurs in the o i l (fraction 2 , 
22%) in sons quantity. 
The residue i s acidic to litems and i s 21*0£ of 
the essential o i l s . 
The fixed o i l mixed up with colouring aatter and 
essential o i l was extracted with petroleua ether (60-80°C) 
froffl the seeds in 11'5#( aver age) yields. The extract was 
non-acidic in character and green in colour. This was f irst 
clarified by thoroughly agitating i t with a thick paste of 
sine chloride (obtained by leaving sine chloride in an open 
dish overnight). The Zinc chloride was then washed off with 
water (dist i l led) and the o i l mixed up with a %% caustic 
soda solution (freshly prepared), and thoroughly shaken in 
a separating funnel. Oa separation of the o i l from caustic 
soda solution, i t was well washed free of the alkali. The 
o i l was finally eelarified by alcohol (obtained by dist i l l ing 
rectified spirit over lime) in which the o i l did not seem to 
dissolve appreciably. The o i l on separation from alcohol 
was l ight yellow in colour and was freed of alcohol by f irst 
warming on a water bath and thereafter exhausting i t in a 
vacuum desiccator for a couple of days. Yield 8*6 to 9*0£. 
49. 
in th is aamer a total quantity of 390 gas* of the 
o i l was co l l ec ted , th i s was colourlesB transparent o i l and 
was neutral to litmus, i t gave refractive index l '4733 f 
iodine value 95*4, Saponification value 238*3 and Specific 
gravity d130'9275 (Grimme l o c . c i U green brown o i l In 
16*7* y i e l d s , congealing point 12°C, Refractive index 
35 
nJJ 1*47831 Iodine value 94*8 and specif ic gravity d G'923€). 
The o i l (300 g) was then saponified with alcoholic 
potash (potassium hydroxide 180 g, alcohol 1*51,95%) by 
refluxing over a period of s ix hours, l o s t of the alcohol 
was then recovered and the soaps dissolved in water (excess)* 
Uon-saponifiable matter 2 ,5%(Hilditch loc . c i t .2 '9^} Grinne 
l o c . c i t . 0*79$) was then removed by continuous extraction 
with ether (Hilditch'a method). The aqueous layer on 
ac idi f icat ion with sulphuric acid (40?) liberated the acids, 
which were taken up in ether and washed free of the mineral 
acids* an recovery of ether, mixed fa t ty acids were obtained, 
in 83*3% yields* ( G r i m l o c . c i t * 93*0%). 
The Mixed acids (250 g) were then separated into 
solid and l iquid acids by lead sa l t -etasr method and gave 
the so l id acids (130*5 g> and l iquid acids (119*5 g ) . 
The sol id acid fraction on keeping deposited a 
o 
crystal l ine acid, which tm recrystall is&tion gave M.P.61 C, 
showing i t to be palmitic acid* This was confirmed by a 
determination of the combustion values of the acid* 
Found C»74*76*t H, 12'02*,Palmitic acid C^^gOg, 
requires Ct7S»00%t Hfi2*S7%* 
so* 
The solid acids (5g) were converted into soaps and 
treated with alkaline (w/2 cauatic »da) potass iua permanga-
nate at 4 C. 3h the usual manner this gave rise to a colour-
less crystalline solid product which on reerystallisation 
gave M.P. 121-122°C* 
the liquid acids (5g) when similarly treated gave 
rise to a product which could finally he separated (by 
o fractional recrystallisstion) into two products M,p. 170 €, 
o 
and U*i>* 123 C. these acids according to Hlldlteh (loc.cit) 
showed the presence of petrosellnie, o l e i c , and Unoleic 
acids* 
Each group of tie acids was then separately converted 
into i t s oethylesters, but further work on these could not 
be taken up* 
the unsaponifiable natter (7'5g) was dissolved In 
as thy 1 alcohol and cooled in a freezing mixture, when a 
white floeculent precipitate was found* this was filtered 
while s t i l l at low temperature and on several reerystallisa-
tion from absolute alcohol had «.P. 69-70°C. (Found Carbon 
84 *9%f H, 14*4*). 
The f i l trate from the above was reduced in bulk 
and on treatment with digitonine in the usual aanner gave a 
digitonide (3'80gj. the digitonide (0'45g) was taken in 
acetic anhydride (25 c .c . with a trace of zinc chloride 
anhydrous) and refloated for a couple of hours when i t was 
transferred to another vessel* On cooling crystals gradually 
separated, hut this was l e f t overnight fbr complete separa-
tion of the crystalline product* the product was repeatedly 
S i . 
recrysta l l ised ftom absolute alcohol and f inal ly gave an 
acetyl derivative M.P. 123-124 °C. 
m ttowa part* 
The seeds (200g) after the removal of o i l s and colour-
ing matter through petroleum ether were exhausted with either 
ether or carbon te t ra-chlor tde . In «ach case the extract 
(4'2$,average) was brown resinous product and acidic to litmus 
and therefore i t was t reated with Caustic soda (N/2) and 
separated into acid resinous product and neutral resinous 
product* Attempts to obtain froas either per t a well-defined 
solid have not so f r r jasterilised (11 months), 
iSiorocBghly defatted seeds from the above operations 
were exhausted with successive portions (fresh) ©f alcohol, 
t i l l the alcoholic extract was colourless. Usually with 
seeds (500g), alcohol (2*5 l i t r e s ) in two portions,refluxing 
over a t o t a l period of sixteen hours,was enough for th is 
purpose* The combined alcoholic extracts were then par t ia l ly 
reduced in bulk a t the water pump and on standing a couple 
of days* gave a gelatinous mass, th is was f i l tered a t the 
puisp and the mass well pressed on the buchner funnel and 
kept aside narked (A).Yield 14*7g i . e . 2*94$. 
The f i l t r a t e on farther p a r t i a l concentration and 
keeping overni$it deposited a crop of colour less crystals* 
These were f i l t e red and labelled (B). The yield was 4*68g 
(0*92$)« The f i l t r a t e a t th i s stage was deep r«d in colour 
and was further concentrated in a dessicator at the water 
pump* A t e s t saanle from t h i s f i l t r a t e readi ly reduced 
Fehling's solution and Asraonieal Silver n i t r a t e solution* 
52. 
I t gave positive aol isch 's t e a t and an oeacone M.P.20S-206°C, 
identical with a genuine saaple of glucoaazone (mixed nelt» 
2G4~20S°C). This established the presence of glucose.Attempts 
were made t o separate glucose (completely) by further concen-
trat ion of the f i l t ra te and by keeping over weeks in a 
dessicator under vacuum but only par t ia l deposition of the 
sugar occurred. The concentrate ifoich was practically e 
syrup a t t h i s stage was to t a l ly Insoluble in petroleua ether, 
ether and benzene but soluble in chloroform with diff icul ty. 
the to ta l concentrate was therefore, treated with phenyl-
hydrazine in acetic acid ana glucose separated. Ihe f i l t r a t e 
was extracted free of the phenylhydraasine (through ether and 
benzene) and then concentrated under vacuum, but so far no 
definite solid product has separated. Wien tested for 
phosphorus, nitrogen and sulphur, i t gave posit ive t e s t s for 
these elements, nitrogen appears to be in mnm quantity. A 
l i t t l e of t i l s concentrate when heated in a crucible, burnt 
with a smoky flaae and l e f t an ash, which shows the presence 
of calciua and raagaeaiuau 
ftypine^lon of, tfo g e l a t i n e s *aa«, fo>« 
A l i t t l e of t h i s gelatinous raeaa when Gael ted on a 
nickel spatula, l e f t a reeid'ie and therefore a quantity ( ig) 
was taken in a crucible and ignited. The ash on analysis gave 
the presence of both aluminium and iron. 
The ent ire l o t of the gelatinous rasas (13 *0g) was 
then dissolved in alcohol (warm-excess) and f i l te red . The 
solution *BB then treated with lead acetate (alcoholic) drop 
by drop with constant s t i r r ing . The lead-sa l t precipitate 
obtained with the f i r s t few c e s . of the le?d acetate solution 
S3* 
was r&tiier i l l-defined and sticky and therefore f i l tered off. 
Further addition (dropwiae) of the lead acetate solution 
produced br ight yellow precipi ta te with v. strong suggestion 
of rod in i t , This dropwiae addition of lead acetate was 
continued t i l l a portion o f the solution tested with ferrous 
sulphate (freshly prepared solution) developed a pink or red 
colour, the precipi ta te wag well shaken, allowed to se t t l e 
do mi, and the& separated on a buchner funnel* The precipitate 
on the funnel was well washed with alcohol and the washings 
added to the f i l t r a t e . The precipi tate was suspended in 
alcohol and the lead sa l t decomposed with hydrogen sulphide* 
Hydrogen sulphide was carefully added to avoid large excess* 
th is solution was f i l tered off and the f i l t r a t e which was 
orange coloured, warded to boiling on a water bath to expeU 
hydrogen sulphide and kept aside, th is on standing deposited 
clusters of sheartneedles s l ightly yellowish in colour, which 
were separated from the solution an3 recrystal l ised fro* 
alcohol gave M.P. 245-246°C« This melting point even on four 
or five recrystaUisat ions with ethyl and methyl alcohols 
could not he improved. The Bother liquors gave a further 
crop of crystals on concentration* Total yield obtained 
was 3*65g. 
The f i l t r a t e fro® the above lead s a l t on further 
addition of lead acetate (dropwiae) and constant s t i r r ing of 
the solution gave a clear yellow precipitate i&ich was 
separated and suspended In alcohol md decomposed with 
hydrogen sulphide. The lead sulphide was f i l t e r ed , and the 
solution which was of l ight yellow (straw) colour, warmed 
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to boiling, to expel hydrogen sulphide, and leapt overnight* 
deposited straw colour dull short needles, M,P.2U-»212°C. 
This nelting point on recrystallieations eouM not be raised. 
I t baa been observed that the substance frP«211-2120C 
la not completely precipitated by iaadl acetate solution, and 
a further quantity of this sub stance la obtained fron the 
gelatinous mass, which i s produced on the addition of water 
to the f i l trate after the separation of the yellow lead salt. 
Therefore, in subsequent work the f i l trate »t this 
stags was taken in a d i s t i l l ing flask and reduced in bulk by 
warning on a water bath under reduced pressure (water pump) • 
the aoraent a solid aade i t s appearance, the whole was poured 
into a large beaker and allowed to cool to 40-50°C, when I t 
was filtered at the water pu»p. The precipitate was suspended 
in alcohol and hydrogen sulphide added (s l ight excess), this 
was warmed to expel hydrogen sulphide and filtered.The clear 
l ight straw colour f i l trate on keeping deposited a crop of 
The f i l t ra te (fron the cooled solution) on the addition 
of water gave colour lee a gelatinous precipitate. 
This wae collected on a buehner funnel and dried. On 
ignition, i t l e f t a considerable residue, which on analysis 
gave the presence of Alualniua and Iron. 
the f i l trate did not seen to contain anything further. 
?hi« s>$bf$aneo n$P1t$li~p.$>Q icjfijrjngay soluble in 
wara ethyl alcohol, but readily soluble in warm methyl alcohol 
and develops a deep pink when an alcoholic solution of this 
substance I s added to a solution of Ferrous sulphate (freshly 
prepared). 
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Ilia product was recrystellised from alcohol in ahleh 
I t waa very sparingly eolubla and gave JJ.p. 163-165 C, The 
aother liquor deposited a further crop of crystals, but It 
appeared from tha appearance that they wara of diffarant form. 
Hepeated attempts to separate these two forma of crystals only 
resulted in raising tha M*P* to 166-167°C. I t appears that 
either tha quantity of one of them ie vary snail or else they 
are different forms of the same substance with very close 
melting points, a point which could not be decided In tha 
present investigation. 
Tha eoabuetion of the product gave tha following 
values* 
Found C. 39'23*t Hf 7*45% 
A determination of tha aoleoular weight by boiling point 
method gave for i t tha value 186. 
The above values and the melting point suggest the 
compound to be a hexahydric alcohol and probably aannitol. 
A l i t t l e of tha substance (0*82g) was then acetylated 
with acetic anhydride (freshly d is t i l l ed -20 c«es«) and a 
pinch of Zinc chloride (anhydous) by warming on a water bath 
for a couple of hours* It was thereafter poured into water 
and wall shaken where upon It gave a colourless product.This 
was collected and recrystallised froa alcohol and had 
id. P. 121 °C.From the above i t Is clear that the coapound i s 
aannltol and occurs In the seeds in 0*92% yields* 
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ft**vmP,% qf w§ wmwtobr $if&%w and, 
alcohol oxfr»acfrtd ••*#§ l*fl> w f ^ » 
the exhausted seeds (iOOg) were taken in water(SOOe.e) 
and boiled on a sand bath for an hour and then f i l tered , ths 
f i l t r a t e was then nixed up with acidulated alcohol ( i l i t r e ) . 
A gelatinous precipitate was obtained. This was again taken 
in water (200 c .ca . ) and dissolved by boi l ing , aid repreclpl* 
tatsd with acidulated alcohol (400 c . c s . ) . the precipitate 
obtained was dried and weighed. (Yield i ' l g ) . 
A solution o f t h i s product in water gave precipi-
ta tes with copper sulphate and lead n i tra te , but no 
precipitates with ferric chloride end barium chloride. 
the powdered seeds ( 2 l b s . ) were exhausted with 
boi l ing water (twice} in two l o t s of 4 l i t r e s ) . On cooling 
i t deposited a brown crystal l ine mass. This was f i l tered on 
a piece of cloth and washed with cold water and dried. I t 
yielded a brown product (about 23-25 g ) . This was taken up 
in large quantity of alcohol {by warning) and then allowed 
to cool* The colour of the solut ion was brown and thick and 
i t deposited a s o l i d on standing. This was f i l t e r e d off. 
The clear brown solution was then treated drop by drop with 
lead acetate (alcoholic) with constant shaking and gave a 
reddish-yellow I l l -def ined precipitate . The precipitate 
obtained with the f i r s t few c . c s . of Lead acetate was 
f i l t ered off. This precipitate when in the usual manner tested 
for a tannin fa i l ed in the v i t a l t e s t s to show i t s presence. 
Further drop wise addition of the Lead acetate solution gave 
reddish yellow precipi tate . From t h i s solution in the manner 
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dascribed ear l ie r (alcoholic extract gelatinous mass) two 
a»* only two produets M*P, 211-212°e and M.P. 245-246*0 
could be obtained. la fact the behaviour of the solution 
about gelat in i sat ion was the same as in the case of alcoholic 
extract (gelatinous muss), 
{Supernatant liquid from the stmm d i s t i l l a t ion of the 
seeds also behaved in the oanner described above and gave 
\te am \m wvmte ttt>t »n-»*»°c and M,?, 2***24$% 
The yield of those two products was practical ly iden-
t i c a l with t h a t obtained in the case of alcoholic extract 
of the defatted seeds, the only difference was that in th i s 
case oannitol and other water soluble products were l o s t . 
If the seeds are very finely powdered and then water 
extracted, ouch oily product finds i t s way with the solid 
product* 
jftaatea^ion of the product g«P. 24Z+2A&Q. 
The compound was analysed for Carbon and Hydrogen 
values and gave C,50'84%ani H, 4'78#. 
The product (5'40g) was hydrolysed with hydrochloric 
acid (acid 100 c .cs . and water 900 c .ce) . The hydrolysis 
went smoothly and gave a coloured precipi tate (2'2g) which 
twice recrystal l !sed from alcohol had ii.?,327-323°C (Parkin, 
l oc . c i t . luteol in a.P, 327*3290Cf Kostanecki and collaborators 
Ber, 1900, 55.,3410; luteol in M.P.327°C). This on coaOustion 
gave carbon 62'89# acd hydrogen 3*73* while Luteolin C .AQO^* 
requires carbon 62»94> and hydrogen 3 *49f-. 
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The product (0'3lg) wag taken in freshly d i s t i l l ed 
acetic anhydride (30*0 c»c) with a few crystals of Zinc 
chloride (anhydrous) and refluxed for a couple of hour, and 
the product so obtained poured into water and allowed to 
cool* A white solid separated and was f i l t e red . This was 
recrystal l ised from alcohol anci gave M.P.218-219°C (Parkin, 
loc .c i t . ,Te t ra -ace ty l luteol in M.P,22i-223°C5 Herzigf B«rt 
1896. 2$
 f i013, te t raaeetyl luteolin M.P. 225~227**C). 
jgetjylftUon pf m m<Pm\ a, gt 327-323% 
the product (0'250g taken in 2g caustic soda dissolved 
In 10 c .cs . methyl alcohol) was refluxed with methyl iodide 
(15 c c s . excess) for t h i r t y hours (Perkln fs method). The 
excess methyl iodide and some methyl alcohol were then 
recovered by d i s t i l l a t i o n and the remaining product poured 
into water. The precipi ta te that was formed was f i l tered and 
taken into ether and washed with d i lu te a lkal i (0*5#). The 
ether solution was washed free of the a lkal i and dehydrated 
over sodium sulphate (anhydrous)* gave on removal of ether, 
a crystal l ine product which on recrysta l i i sa t ion from ether 
had M.P. l60-i6i°C (Perkin, loc.c i t . , lu teol in trimethylether 
M.P. 161«163°0. 
^oalffiafrftffl of frhe product M,?, 327-328°C, 
A l i t t l e of the product was made into a paste 
with acet ic acid (glacial) in a pest le and mortar and 
transferred to a mm 11 beaker with the help of a l i t t l e more 
acid and treated with bromine (dropwise) t t i l l a permanent 
red colour was obtained* This was kept over the week-end, 
whereupon lemon yellow (colour) crysta ls separated which 
$9» 
were recrystal l iaed from alcohol (absolute} and melted a t 
237°C(Perkiaf J .C.S. 1896, 209, dibroooluteolin M.P.303°C). 
The aother l iquors on removal of the solvent gave a solid 
product (reddish yellow) which on recryetal l ies t ion froa 
alcohol (absolute) gave a*P.286°C. 
s t t t n tvM of t^e product ^a^y327>323°<?> 
the n i t ra t ion of t h i s product yielded only oxalic 
acid (Bochlederf2eitseh« fur Chem, 1336, 602). , 
umtm tmtfm & Vw w?<&m%.*** 327-333% 
The alkaline fusion of tue stuff gave two products 
one seating a t 197-193°C.and the other a t 2O8-209°C, identical 
(mixed melt) with protocatechuic acid and phloroglucinol 
respectively. The product M. P. 197-193°C was obtained in 
sons quantity ufcile the other product was In saal l anount. 
The f i l t r a t e from the hydrolysis of the product 
M.JF« 245-2«6°C readily reduced both Fehling and aaaonical 
Silver n i t r a t e solutions, and yielded Bn oaasone M. P. 206-7% 
identical with glucosaione (mixed melt 206°C). 
A regulated hydrolysis of this product, with sulphuric 
acid CO'5/"*) and half an hoar 's heating on a water bath and 
leaving overnight yielded a very pale yellow crystal l ine 
product which re crystal l ised front alcohol gave ll»P«2SeV257*Ca 
The f i l t r a t e readily reduced feh l ing ' s solution sad 
on separation of the acid through lead acetate and concen-
t ra t ion under vacuum gave a syrup* This syrup was taken in 
water and added to phenylhydrazine (lg) in acetie acid(5 e.e) 
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and gave on warning C half hour) an osazone which recryeta-
l l ieed had M« P.205-206°C and was identical with glueosasone* 
from the above work on the product M.P#245-246°C 
i t wi l l appear that tha analytical values correspond to It* 
being a diglucoaida of luteolin crystallising out with one 
aolecul/e of water, which i s not separable by heating at 
H0-l30dC» It gives C,S0,B4%, Ht 4.78JS; luteolin diglucoaida 
C^T^O^.HgO, requires C f5i*oaMt 5*G9&i Iho hydrolysis of 
the product gives luteolin, confirmed by I t s malting peintf 
combustion value a, formation of tetra*ac«tyl luteolin, luteolin 
trimethyl other ana the products of alkaline fiu*e ion. However, 
i t gives two bromides H.P. 237°C and U.P. 286°C, and none of 
theaa bromides correspond in Malting point to luteolin 
dlbromide as recorded by Parkin (loc.c t . M.P. 305°C), thougi 
the bromination was done according to his method (J. C. 3.1896, 
206). It appears that in the present ease the bromination 
has taken a different course to that of Parkin, this point i s 
being further investigated* 
Partial hydrolysis of the product (repeated twice) 
yielded a glueoside H.P« 2&ft*2S?^ C which on further hydrolysis 
gave glucose (confirmed through i t s OsasoneJ and luteolin 
a. P. 327-528°C. 
So far as could be ascertained, there i s no mention 
of a diglucoaida of luteolin in literature, and therefore, 
tfte product M.Pt 343»3t$°fo obtained from karaffs seeds and 
shewn in the present work to be luteolin diglucoaida la a 
new compound, the diglucoaida residue on the analogy of apiin, 
appears to be attached in position 7, as shown be lew i 
si. 
cia&i°ii yy^fhh^^z V I A i 
HgO 
•» 
CC^OH), 
^A2°6 OD CO 
Luteolln-7-diglucoeide. Luteolln-?-gluoosld« 
B» partial hydrolysis of this diglueo aids
 fy laid* a 
glueosida, the oalting point of which i s 256-257°C. the only 
knom glueoslde of luteolin, galuteolini fro® Oalega officinalis 
(Bargar and ifcitefBlocheai«<T* 1924 »lXt8S6) OIK! froa BquisstttBanwBS* 
L, (NaXaaura ana Hu*BJti,J. Inarm. 3oe .Japan 60f449*58 (la English, 
179-180) (1940) 1ms boon given the constitution of luteolin 
O 0 
5-glucoslcie and l&alts at 260*3 C and not at 256*257 C, as tiie 
present glueosida* tills further .Leads support to ths attachment 
of ths dlglucoaide residua in position 7 in the »olacule« 
fhs product after drying at 125-liO°C for a couple of 
hours was aaalyssd and g,vo C, 53* 222, 53«33J£t Ht4»8G*t4*61#f 
Apita, C II 0 H0 f requires Ct S»*6QrfiK9S'U*. 8fi 28 14 2 
A regulated {partial) hydrolysis of ths product (l*0g) 
according to Von Oar ich ten Uoc,cl"UO,5.&$ sulphuric acid and 
half an hour's reflating) was mada and tht mixture la f t 
overnight, deposited a yellowish product (about 0*7g). This 
was racryotalllsad from alcohol and obtained as slightly 
yellowish, short needles, M.g. 23^-23S°C. 
The f i l trate reduced Fehllng's solution and gave positive 
liollseh teat sod the refer* tha above hydrolysis was repeated 
with a large quantity (4*$g ) of the stuff* I t again gave 
the saw product fftft SH * w*9* ffi ***«» ****** «*«»-
€2* 
o 
purification and drying a t 129-130 C gave on analysis, 
C955*69£9Hf4*52Jff glucoeeapigenln C21H20010 ,H20 *»<3ui*e» 
The f i l t r a t e was concentrated to a syrup, after 
removing the aeld by baryta solution, under reduced pressure, 
acid 
and added to phenylhydrazlne in dil* acetic/with a l i t t l e 
water. This was warned on a water bath for a couple of hours. 
On cooling I t deposited a few crystals M*P. 144i»147°C which 
af ter two raerya t a lHsa t ions gave M.i\ 153-135 C (Von 
o 
Gerlchten l o c . e i t . osazone of apioee 4. P. 145-155 0). 
The product Clg; was tatoen in water (boiling 200 c.cs.) 
and acid hydrochloric (20 c.cs) added to I t . The whole was 
refluxed on a sand bath for three hours. The hydrolysis went 
smoothly and gave a yellow crystal l ine product, which on 
reerys ta l l i sa t ion gave M.P. 343°C and was identical with 
apigenin (mixed melt) 
T Q ^ hydrops,% of frbe ?ro4uB% MfPtW-etfffr 
The product (0'20g) was dissolved in boiling water 
(290 c.ca) and hydrochloric aeld (30 c .cs . in 20 c.cs.water) 
added to i t and refluxed on a sand bath* After 15 ninutes 
refluxing, straw coloured silky needles, made their appear-
ance. h& the refluaring was continued the crys ta ls went on 
multiplying. The refluxlng was discontinued (after about 
three hours) when i t was found that no mor* crystals were 
coding. This crystal l ine aass was f i l tered through a weighed 
gooch and af te r washings and drying of the crys ta ls , the 
gooch was weighed again, the yield of the .roduct was 
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0'083g, this was r ©crystallised and gave M,P.3«3°C. 
Yield 89*4*. 
This hydrolysis wae repeated several tines with 
larger quantities and every tine, the hydrolysis went 
smoothly and gave the product H.P. 343°C (Found Cf66.335, 
Hf 3*56^ f*pigtai» C15H21°14r*<J , l l re8 Ct66,66^,Hf3,70JK). 
The f i l trate gave a l l the teats of reducing sugars 
and yielded an osasona which on two recrystalUaations from 
alcohol gave M.P* 20€-207°C and was Identical with glucoaa-
% one (mixed malt). 
A l i t t l e of the product taken in i t s weight of 
Caustic potash and nixed with ate thy1 alcohol and methyl 
iodide (excess) was refluxad for 36 hours(Perkln l o c . c i t . ) . 
After the recovery of methyl iodide (excess) and some 
methyl alcohol, the residue on treatment in the usual Manner 
gave a yellow crystalline product* This on re crystal ligation 
o from alcohol yielded pale yellow needles M*P* 170*171 C 
(Parkin loe.clt* 171«172°C). 
the alkaline fusion of the stuff gave two products 
one melting at 209-210°C and the other at 208-209°C identical 
(aixed melt) with p-hydroxybenzoic acid and phloroglucinol 
respectively* 
Prom the shove account i t wil l be seen that the 
product 3L¥m21%»212mQ gives on analysis values for carbon 
and hydrogen, Identical with those obtained by previous 
investigators tbr aplin and as required try the formula 
C26H28°14H20# 3n** oa* Aoleeuls of water can not be got rid 
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of by heating the substance to H0*130°C or by dehyration of 
the substance over Calcium chloride. Hydrolysis of the product 
with dilute acids gave apigenin in 89*4$ yields as against 
the yield in 4091 only of apigenin by Parkin ( loc.cit . )froa 
his purified apiin, and to which the welting point 228°C has 
been attributed. Apigenin from this hydrolysis i s unaccompa-
nied with any brown product. Per kin ( loc .c i t . ) obtained 
apigenin with a considerable amount of a brown product, this 
apigenin (M. P. 343 C) has been confirmed by i t s analysis ant 
the formation of i t s diaethylester. Further *tof OTftPtMll 
M.P. 211-212°C yields on alkaline fusion Phloroglucinol 
and P-hydroxy benzoic acid only anfi no other product. 
Hegilated ( i .e .partial) acid hydrolysis of the 
product M.p.ail>2l5<>C gives (repeatedly; the substance 
SkP» 284-238*0. The analytical values obtained for carbon 
and hydrogen n this substance are Identical with those 
found for glucoseapigenin by Bower and Browing ( loc .c i t . ) 
and closely agree with the values for carbon and hydrogen 
r ^ i r e d by « • fb™«a« (fc^O^HgO. It app.ar3 ttat to 
this series of compound % the substances, crystallise out 
with varying molecules of water. Sons of this water could 
be removed by dehydration over calcium chloride or by 
heating the substance to 110-130 C, but one molecule of 
water la so associated that i t can not be removed with out 
rupturing the molecule, the experience of a l l the previous 
investigators on these compounds i s similar. 
The f i l trate from the hydrolysis* gives an osasone 
which Is presumably the osasone of aplose* 
ihen this glucose-apigenin is completely hydrolysad 
65« 
i t yields apigenin and glucose* 
From the above work i t i s evident that the compound 
HtPt^l'Wff la t**t mmntm tPttxh ,wMa4»ftMf repefltaftfar 
iftWXf to vm ftHwMU ffiim ,ffil>MB# In tft* cjyaftai|4nc 
foff» 4* dot9 W% «*fo>* JPf-* vfffi&ffigT Qf coding dow^ ^ the 
fbis wo** also shows that the product «. P»234»839°C 
iU ga,^ lfgitftg4fl5fyi4#ti^ d I J a pr^dafit wlfo ft.defin^ — M M 
ssis&t siYtfftUitaw ffrFi fflfl ofttrfttaMMt rtmfrflto> 
During the course of the present work, i t has been 
found that i f from th« alcoholic solution of the gelatinous 
aass the product M.F« 245-246°C i s not carefully renoved, 
apiin, which has a great tendency to ccree down In the 
gelatinous fora carries with i t the higher melting consti-
tuents {tm the present case a diglucoside of luteolin) when 
the method given by the earlier investigators i s adopted 
to obtain i t , end, this strangely, i s a product melting 
round about 2S8°C* &irther from this product both the 
products 8.P. 246-2465*C end fel«ft«211-2t2QC have been separated* 
If the above higher sielting point product has been 
carefully separated, the remaining solution, i f proceeded 
with, in the aanner of earlier investigators yields products 
M.P. 178-130% a*P*19i-i96°C and M.P. 202-205®C but these 
products on reaysta l l i sat ion from alcohol or boiling water 
are not reprodueeahl&* As i t ht 3 been found that organic 
compoun- a with metallic residues are not fully removed by 
lead acetate, when the alcoholic solution of the gelatinous 
aass i s treated wit3 this reagent; and that some of these 
66. 
invariably pass on to this stage, ths product, M.P.l?8»i80°C, 
M.P.191-19€°C and s,P.202-208°C seen aixturss of apiin 
with varying amounts of thsss salts,which do not materially 
affect the analytical valaas of thess substances,but hisdsr 
the separation of apiin in the pars state. 
66(a) 
CTW3M§t 
The following conclusions froa the work shown in this 
thesis aajr be drawn*-
1. The ssssatial o i l s in the karaff seeds amount to 2»25*. 
This o i l carries 79*0^ d la t i l lable natter and i s made up of 
Limonene (presumably d t l fonts) , 45'4% of the total oil* 
Selinene also occurs in the o i l in soas quantity. 
2. Fixed o i l s occur In the karaff seeds to the amount of 
9% and consist of solid acids 52,20J« and liquid acids 47*80*. 
These solid and liquid acids are made up of palmitic,petroae-
lenio, o le ic , l inoleic acids, 
3. Mannitol occurs in the seeds to the amount of 0'95£, 
4. Glucose occurs free in the karaff seeds and i s obtain* 
able through alcohol extraction* 
5* He sins occur in the seeds in 4 '22 yields. 
6. Two glycosides fc»t m-Mf<t and if,ft mi~m°<f «**• 
found in the seeds in about equal quantities. 
7. The glucoside M.P. 248-246°C i s luteolin-7-diglucoside 
and i s a new diglueoside, so far as known to the investigator* 
8* The glucoside H.P. 2ll-212°C i s the reputed •Apiin'aad 
therefore, i t i s for the f i r s t time, that this compound has 
been obtained in a pure and crystalline fornu The correct 
melting point of $®1& i« weHHUlfc «** »ot g ^ f k This Apiin 
when once obtained in a pure condition i s very sparingly 
soluble in alcohol and does not show the sane great tendency 
of cooing down in gelatinous form. 
»• ^lffi>ffilflHililB i « * well-defined, crystalline product 
M.P* a34~2SS°C and not the product %f»t n$~m\ 
6£<b). 
10* A d e a r and well connected method fbr obtaining the 
various constituents of the karaff eeeds has been developed 
and the quant i t ies of moat of these constituents determined* 
11* Both the glueotides on pa r t i a l hydrolysis behave 
similarly and give anno saccharose derivat ives, with definite 
crystal l ine form and Beet melting points. 
12. Pectins occur in the karaff seeds in i ' l £ yields* 
13. The unsaponlfiable matter (2'5f?) could be separated into 
a hydrocarbon H.P. 69-70°C and a product which yields an 
acetyl derivative SUP. 123-124°C. 
14. Organic compounds carrying metall ic residues are found 
in the karaff seeds in sow quantity* 
15* The karaff seeds yield an ash(12f0^) which shows the 
presence of calcium» magnesium* Iron and aluminium. 
li X ? S R I « B N T A L. 
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ffif Mo|f»rf„fBd |h» AfJH consents of jftf Seedf. 
The seeds (lOg) were taken in a crucible and heated at 
110°C in an air oven for a couple of hoars, with occasional 
stirring of the seeds, and the loss of weight was noted 
(0*2Sg). this gave Moisture content 2'5#. 
The above seeds (9'75g) were then gradually heated on 
a blow pipe flame, when th«y f i r s t burnt with a lo t of smoke 
and finally l e f t an ash (colourless, l '17g). This gave an ash 
value of 12# in the seeds* 
The ash on analysis showed the presence of Iron, 
Aluminium, Calcium and Magnesium. 
Extraction of the seeds with Organic solvents. 
The seeds (200 g) were taken i n a two l i t re round bottom, 
long neck flask and covered with freshly dist i l led ether(500 ce) 
and refluxed under a 12** double surface eondensor, for ten 
hours. The extract was then poured out, and the seeds washed 
with another fresh portion of ether (300 c . c . ; . The washings 
and the extracts were nixed together and filtered. The solvent 
on recovery gave a thiek brown product (28'6g, i . e . 14'3% yield). 
The seeds were similarly extracted with Petroleum ether 
(60-80°), Carbon tetrachloride and Alcohol (95%) and gave the 
following yie lds . 
Ither 14 '3# 
Petroleum ether 11* S£ 
Carbon tetrachloride 14'8# 
Alcohol (95%) 18'0* 
these extracts were green in colour and except for the 
one from petroleum ether9 were acidic to litmus. The ether 
and the carbon tetrachloride extracts, on keeping, separated 
into two layers, while the alcoholic extract deposited a 
gelatinous solid on keeping* 
Stem §U%Ul§\$m 9t %$M ttf4ff» 
The seeds (500g) were taken in a specially- constructed 
round bottom, short neck, tinned inside, co per flask and 
o 
ate am (superheated 120-125 C) dist i l led t i l l a dear d is t i l la te 
(6 hours) was obtained. The d i s t i l l a t e was collected in a long 
neck flask and dis t i l led water added to oring the liquid column 
to the middle of the neek of the flask. On standing, the o i l 
floated on the top of the liquid and was drawn off by n*ans 
of a pipette and the liquid (dist i l late) extracted with ether 
(500 c . c . , in two portions)* The ethereal layers were collected 
and added to the oil* The ethereal solution of the o i l was 
dried over sodium sulphate (anhydrous)* The solvent on rmowBry 
l e f t an o i l , which weighed ( l i ' 25 , yield 2*25%).This extraction 
was made several times and each time the yield approximated to 
2*5** 
The density of the o i l was then determined* 
( i ) The weight of the pyknometer 
and water at 28°C s 26»8046g 
(11) The weight of pyknometer and 
o i l at 28*C - 25'l83Qg 
( i l l ) The weight of pyknometer - i6'S000g 
and therefore D4 s 0*3426 
The o i l (I3'58g) was fractionally dist i l led into the 
following three fractions, at 2 m*m* pressure (atmospheric 
pressure 74*65 em)* 
69. 
Fractions, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Bath temp. 
45-48 
95-115 
170-190 
Residue 
Boiling point 
°C 
33-34 
76-80 
105-115 
Yield 
6*1? 
3»00 
l ' l 
Best 
The residue In the flask was acidic to litmus and was 
not further worked up* 
Fraction 1, when redisti l led at atmospheric pressure 
(74*65 ems*) came over at 174-1758. 
Its specif ic gravity was determined by the pyknometer 
18 
method and found to be d4 0*8495. 
The o i l Clg) was taken In a boiling test tube with 
glacial acetic acid (10 c .c . ) and cooled in a freezing mixture 
to 2Q, Dry hydrogen chloride was led into i t at the bottom, 
througi a glass tube, at a very slow rate* When the mixture 
has assumed brown colour, the passage of hydrochloric acid 
gas was stopped. The product was then evaporated in a vacuum 
desiccator at the water pump. A semi-so l id mass was obtained 
which was taken in amyl alcohol, concentrated and kept over 
night deposited small shinning, needle shape, crystals. These 
were recrystl l l ised from amyl alcohol and had m.p. 48°C. 
Bj&minj&JLfin. 
The o i l (ig) was taken in chloroform (25 c.c.) and 
cooled to 0°C, Bromine (lg) In ether (35 c.c.) cooled In a 
freezing mixture was then added drop wise (one drop added every 
70# 
ha l f a minute) by a narrow g l a s s tube , t i l l the mixture 
re ta ined permanent colour of bromine* the mixture was kept i n 
an ice bath for another half an hour. &ther vms then allowed 
to evaporate gradual ly by keeping the beaker in the open. 
After a l i t t l e time colour less c r y s t a l s began to deposit .These 
c rys t a l s were f i l t e r e d , washed With a l i t t l e chloroform, 
re c r y s t a l l i s e d ( t h r i ce ) from absolute a lcohol , gave m,p.l05°C. 
The y ie ld was 0*55g. 
The f i l t r a t e then evaporated to dryness in a vacuum 
des icca to r a t the water-piyap gave a brown resinous aase which 
was f r ac t iona l ly c r y s t a l l i s e d from absolute a lcohol . A small 
quant i ty of needle shape c r y s t a l s f i r s t separated and then a 
fur ther crop of c r y s t a l s in g l i s t en ing p l a t e s <*lg) were 
deposited, the fbrraer, on r e c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from absolute 
alcohol had m.p. 105 C and l a t e r hnd op. 1Q3°C Three r ec rys -
t a l l i s a t i o n s of t ie l a t e r d id not improve the melting point* 
Molecular weight of the o i l f r ac t ion S o . l . 
The o i l (0»1400g) was taken with 5 c c . of alcohol 
(b.p* 78dC a t 76*85 cms) in the inner tube of the Landsberger 
apparatus and alcohol vapours frotn bo i l i ng alcohol in a 
conical f l a sk (150 c . c . of a lcohol) were led into i t . The 
passage of alcohol vapours was discontinued immediately the 
alcohol from the b o i l i n g tube began to d i s t i l at a constant 
r a t e , and the tetaperature was noted (78»23°C). After removing 
the thermometer and t&e i n l e t tube the volume of alcohol 
was recorded (12»6 c . c . ) a t the rooa temperature. 
71. 
Tha amount of tha olid taken 
Tha boiling point of alcohol 
The volume of alcohol with 
tha substance need 
Hise in the boiling point 
0*140% 
78'0°c 
12*6 C.C. 
0'83°C 
Molecular weight of the o i l 134*9 
flotation of $hf $U Um%te$ Eh It 
(1) Tha weight t>f the boat 8*6744g 
* " * • " A substance 3'9l63g 
" 0'2424g 
( i i ) The weight of calcium chloride 
tuba before experiment 39'4546g 
The weight of calcium chloride 
tube after experiment 39'7040g 
0'2494g 
(i^4) The weight of aofnolite tube 
before experiment 36'9450g 
T&s n®i&%-~cf eofaotite'^he 37,7234g 
after experiment 36* 
0'7784g 
round, C,87»56%| H, 11*43$. 
The second fraction redisti l led at a traospheric pressure 
(74*69 cos.) came over a range of 6 C from 263*369 Gland was 
apparently a mixture* This o i l on redisti l lation gav^ the 
main fraction at 268-270°C and l e f t a small residue* 
Hie o i l (0'85g) in chloroform (10 c . c ) , and bromine 
(0*5 c.c* In 35 c.c, ether) were separately cooled in a 
freezing aixture* After cooling to 0°C bromine was added 
dropwise to the o i l t i l l i t retained the permanent colour of 
bromine* The mixture wasV&fpt in the cold bath for H another 
72. 
half an hour and than taken otft. Sfcher was gradually evaporated 
by keeping i t in tha open. No crystalline product came. The 
mixture was than evaporated to dryness at tha water pump, when 
syrupy mass waa l e f t , hut a l l effort* to obtain a crystalline 
product from this mass resulted in fai lure. 
grgpurft^YH vf \ftt fry^m^ilrftrjt <l# * 
Tha o i l (0»55g) «&• placed in a test tuba with glacial 
acetic acid (10 o . c ) . Dry hydrogen chloride was slowly lad 
into tha o i l solution at Q°C, t i l l i t developed a slightly 
brownish colour whan the addition of tha gas waa stopped. 
Acetic acid waa than removed at the water pump and 
tha resulting brownish syrupy mass waa taken in anayl alcohol* 
Tha solution was concentrated and kept aside. After a faw hours 
crystals began to separata. These crystals ware filtered, and 
tha f i ltrate on further concentration gave an another crop of 
crystals. These crystals (0*23g) wars r©crystallised from aayl 
alcohol (thrice; and had melting point 72°C. 
*^ecu>r Wfi/jtfifr of foe Q^ fraction I | (By I*andfbeTR^* § m%Q4> 
Tha amount o f o i l taken 0'20l6g 
Tha boiling point of the alcohol used 78'0°C 
Barometric pressure 75'86 (cms) 
The rlaa in boiling point 0'12°C 
Tha volume of alcohol in tha 16*5 c.c. 
sain tabs 
Found Molecular weight of tha 
o i l fraction II 208 
73« 
(a) The weight of the boat 8»6742g 
* » « a the auba-
(b) 
(c) 
tanea 
'Die weight of calcium chloride 
tuba before experiment 
The weight of calcium chloride 
tube after experiment 
The weight of aofnolite tube 
before experiment 
The weight of aofnolite tube 
after experiment 
8*7888g 
0*il46g 
33'5694g 
38'6974g 
0'i280g 
3S»7848g 
36»1508g 
0'36€0g 
FoundfC, 87»77#f H, U»3S#. 
( i ) The weight of the boat 8'6743g 
The weight of the boat and 
substance 8'3775g 
G'2032g 
(11) The weight of calcium chloride 
tube before experiment 33*7942g 
The weight of calcium chloride 
tube after experiment 39'0068g 
0'2126g 
( i l l ) The weight of aofnolite tube 
before experiment 34'2046g 
The weight of aofnolite tube 
after experiment 34*3568g 
0'6522g 
found, G, 87»72#f H, 11'61*. 
The third fraction being very email eould not be 
d is t i l l ed at atmoBpheric pressure and atteapta to obtain 
derivative* froa i t also did not succeed. 
74* 
Petroleum ether extraction of the seeds. 
fresh ground seeds (300g) were treated with boil ing 
petroleum ether (1& l i t r e , B.P. 60-80°C) for ten hours in a 
round bottom flask (3 1 ) , f i t t e d itdth a double surface 
condenser (12 inches) , and f i l tered on a Buchner fun e l . The 
f i l t r a t e was green coloured solution and neutral to litmus. 
The residual seeds were once more exhausted with petroleum 
ether. The extracts were mixed and the solvent recovered. This 
gave a greenish o i l (34 *6g) which was exhausted in a vacuum 
desiccator and then shaken with a paste of s ine chloride 
(obtained by keeping s ine chloride in an open dish over night) 
in a separating funnel and allowed to s e t t l e . Zinc chloride 
carried with i t green resinous matter leaving a clear brownish 
upper layer . This layer of o i l was separated and was washed 
free of Bine chloride with d i s t i l l e d water. The o i l (free from 
zinc chloride) was treated with d i lute solution of caustic 
soda (one percent, 200 c . c . ) and was washed free of a lkal i by 
d i s t i l l e d water. In almost colourless transparent o i l was 
obtained which was then treated with alcohol (rect i f ied sp ir i t 
d i s t i l l e d once over lime) in which the fatty o i l appeared 
insoluble, but the e s sent ia l o i l dissolved. The fatty o i l 
(thus separated from essent ial o i l ) was heated on a water bath 
to remove alcohol. The o i l was then dried over sulphuric acid 
in a vacuum desiccator. The y ie ld of the fat ty o i l was 26*2g 
I . e . , 8»7#. 
The alcohl ic layer was cooled in an Ice bath for about 
an hour and then decanted. The vesse l was rinsed with a l i t t l e 
cold alcohol. Some o i l y droplets were found sticking to the 
side of the v e s s e l . These were taken in ether and after removing 
75. 
ether the fat ty o i l (0*3g) was obtained* 
The alcoholic layer was then saturated with sodium 
chloride and kept overnight. An o i l y layer was found to f loat 
at the top. This was separated and after drying in the usual 
way the o i l ( l '5g) was obtained. From i t s odour and character 
i t appeared to be trie essent ia l o i l (mentioned earl ier) .Several 
such operations were carried out m& fatty oil (35Qg) free froa 
essent ia l o i l was obtained. 
Examination of the fa t ty o i l . 
Refractive Index* (Butyro fiefractoneter). 
o 
Butyro refractive reading at 40 C, 81*0 
the corresponding refractive Index 
on Abbe Scale, 1*4789 
Specific gravity: (By Fyknometer) • 
The weight of o i l a t 18°C 18*5240g 
The weight of water a t 18°C 19»9244g 
in 
and therefore d*° 0*9275 
Iodine value of t ae fatty o i l (By Httbls method). 
Sxperfrenfr J o t l . 
The o i l (0*3472g) was taken with chloroform (20 c . c , 
freshly d i s t i l l e d ) in an Erlenmyer flask (glass stoppered)and 
20 c . c . of a mixture (prepared 48 hours before) of equal volume 
of Iodine solution (25g iodine i n 500 c . c , 955$ alcohol) and 
mercuric chloride (30g mercuric chloride in 500 c . c . 95# alcohol) 
20 c . c . potassium iodide (10g. in 10- c . c . water) solution was 
also added to the o i l mixture. 
A blank with equal volumes of these reagents was 
simultaneously performed. Both these f lask were kept in a cool 
place for twenty four hours and after adding «££Rft2a*ttum*vr 
7*. 
d i s t i l l e d water (150 c . c . ) to each of tn« f l a s k s , the excess 
iodine vac t i t r a t e d by standardised sodium thlosulphete 
BO l i l t ton (sodium th ieu lpha te 25g f water 1J»> 
( i ) >>diunt th leu lpha te so lu t ion 
required for the o i l 23*0 c . c . 
( i i ) ijQiiixxa thic-eulphat© so lu t ion 
required for the blank 51*3 c . c . 
( 1 c . c . t h i o sulphate by t i t r a t i o n .•*#&! net at-.->nd*rd potassiua 
dlchrontste so lu t ion s 0*0115 vr of iodi>i€> 
Therefore the iodine value of 
tiiie o i l 95*4 
BatgeriBient Wo«2f 
( i ) the suaount of the o i l taken 0*5l30g 
Cii) aodiua taioeoipn&te so lu t ion 
required for the o i l 0a»5 c c . 
( i l l ) 3odima thlosulphate solut ion 
r e q u i r e for the blank 65*0 c c . 
iodine value found tf5*3 
'Ihe o i l (0 *2052g in 20 c . c , ,99$ alcohol} was re fluxed in c 
conical f lask (350 c . c . ; and a lcohol ic potassium hydroxide 
(20 c.c. fM/2*04i so lu t ion fo r t h ree qua r t e r of an hour, ftfter 
tue saponif ica t ion was completed another ao c c * alcohol(95^) 
was added and the excess of aJUcall t i t r a t e d by hydrochloric 
acid eoluUon (^/5»49)* 
A blank experiment was simultaneously performed 
Ci; Tern a«»unt of toe o i l taken 0*2Q52g 
( i l ) Xhe amount of hydrochloric 
ablut ion us<?d fo r the t i t r a -
t i o n of the a l k a l i in the blank.54*0 c . c . 
( i l l ) Ttm aiaeunt of hydrochloric 
so lu t ion used for the t i t r&t l ' .n 
of the a l k a l i with the o i l . 43*2 c . c . 
77. 
Therefore, ths saponification value of ths o i l 
i W s i * * a 9 283*3 
*TWMm^m*t ifrt4 fiffrr *t*fli tin tftf tititor fttt* 
the fat (300 g) was than re fluxed with alcoholic 
potassium hydroxide (alcohol-H l i tre* potassium hydroxide 
18Qg). the alcohol used was fusel o i l free (98# aloahol) sad 
was obtained through treatment with potassium hydroxide and 
dist i l lat ion over lias* 
After re fluxing for s ix hours, Most of ths alcohol was 
rsaovsd by dist i l lat ion on a water bath. His soap thus obtained 
was dissolved in water (excess) and ths unsaponifiable matter 
removed by continuous ether extraction method. 
This was obtained from the soap solution by continuous 
ether extraction method of Jlilditch( l oc . c i t . ) as shown below* 
-ratEft 
Ether. 
Ether. 
Soap solution. 
The extraction~waa continued for twenty four hours.The 
ethereal layer (solution) so obtained9 was dried over sodiua 
sulphate (anhydrous) and ether reeegRtad* The unsaponifiable 
78. 
flatter was dried over sulphuric acid in a vacuum desiccator* 
the yield was 7'95g. 
MaoBE&JuHDB&LJMaflUaiAShRM 
the soap solution after the separation of the unsaponi-
flable flatter Was acidified with dilute sulphuric acid (40#), 
avoiding excess of the acid, and gently warmed to ensure 
complete decomposition of the soaps. The liberated fatty acids 
floated on the surface of aqueous layer and extracted with 
ether, the aqueous layer was again extracted (twice) with ether 
and the ether of a l l the extracts was united, washed free of 
mineral acid, dried over sodium sulphate (anhydrous) and then 
recovered by d is t i l la t ion . 
the mixed fatty acids were then heated on a steam bath 
(for half an hour) and finally dried over sulphuric acid (cone), 
in a vacuum desiccator, the yield of mixed acids being 
250 «4g i . e . 83»3JS. 
the mixed fatty acids (250g) were taken in 95# aleohol 
( I D , free from fusel o i l , boiled, and mixed with a boiling 
solution of lead acetate (140g) In 95% aleohol (11*), containing 
5% glacial acetic acid (SO c . c ) . the mixture was boiled for 
three quarter of an hour, i t was f i r s t cooled to room tempera-
ture and then to 15°C by placing i t in an ice bath. The white 
crystalline lead sa l t was filtered next morning and washed with 
alcohol (cold) unti l the washings on dilution with water gave 
no turbidity, the washing were united with the f i l trate , thus 
the mixed fatty acids were separated into soluble and Insoluble 
lead sa l t s of the fatty acids. 
79. 
(a) The insolumie lead salts ware transferred to a 
porcelain dish with successive portions of concentrated hydroch-
loric acid and boiling water. Hydrochloric aeid (50#, 200 c.c.) 
was addad and the mix t ire warmed fbr soma time when a clear 
layer of fatty acids floated on the surface of the aqueous 
layer. After cooling, the layer of toe f t ty acids was trans-
ferred to a separating funnel, and the aqueoas layer was decanted 
into another separating funnel. The lead chloride was extracted 
repeatedly with ether end the ether was transferred to the 
separating funnel, containing the aqueous layer. More ether was 
added and the aqueous layer was extracted thrice with ether. 
AH these ethereal extracts were added to the f i r s t 
separating funnel containing the fatty acids and was washed 
free of mineral acid by shaking with dist i l led water, the 
ethereal extract was dried over sodium sulphate (anhydrous) « 
the ether recovered, and the fatty acids dried f irs t by warming 
for sooe time on a water bath and tfcon over sulphuric acid in a 
vacuum desiccator, gave an yield of solid acids (130 *4g) was 
obtained. 
(b) The soluble lead sal ts , after removal of the solvent 
(alcohol) were warned with hydrocholoric acid when a clear 
oily layer was formed at the top of aqueous layer. The lead 
chloride precipitate and the aquous layer were washed with 
ether In the manner mentioned earlier, and tie washings were 
added to the separating funnel containing the fatty acids. The 
ethereal eolation after washing free of the mineral acid, was 
dried over (anhydrous) sodium sulphate, ether recovered, and 
the fatty o i l (liquid acids), thus obtained was dried in the 
80 . 
lay Landsberger tae 
Q'SOOQg 
manner aentioned ear l i er (the y ie ld being i l 9 ' 5 g ) . 
The so l id acids on keeping for some t ine deposited a 
colour!* a crystal l ine product, th i s was separated, and 
reczysta l l l sed seTeral times fro* absolute alcohol and aoyl 
alcohol and gave a«p« 6l-62°C. 
( b method) 
The amount of the substance taken 
Boiling point of the alcohol 
Baroiaeter reading 
Else in the boi l ing point of 
alcohol with the substance 
Volume of alcohol 
Molecular weigit 
g o a b u j t ^ of the product % p , §k~$%% 
the weight of the boat 
the weight of the boat & substance 
7%'2°G 
76*0 ens. 
0*2°C 
9*1 e#C 
253 
3*6436g 
3»7594g 
G'llSSg 
Hie weight of calcium chloride 
tube before experiment 
The weight of calcium chloride 
tube af ter experiaent 
the weight of the aofnolite tube 
before experiment 
the weight of the sofnol i te tube 
after experiment 
Found, C, 74*7#f Hf lt»89*, 
35 *4258g 
3S*5498g 
0*i240g 
37*582% 
37*9000g 
6»3i74g 
81. 
tUfHWKtfTO 9ff IrtJBTis ftvtT* 
The sol id acids (lOOg) vara taken In methyl alcohol 
(500 c.c*) d is t i l led over potassium hydroxide and re fluxed for 
nearly twelve hours in presence of concentrated sulphuric 
acid (3 c . c ) . the excess of methyl alcohol was recovered by 
dist i l l ing on water bath and the resulting aster was dissolved 
in ether, the ethereal solution after washing free of mineral 
acid was shaken with dilute sodium carbonate solution and than 
washed free of alkali. After drying o v * anhydrous sodium 
sulphate, ether was removed* the ester thus obtained was dried 
over sulphuric acid in a vacuum desiccator and kept in the 
inert atmosphere of Hitrogen. The yield was 96»5g. 
the liquid fatty acids (lOOg) ware similarly converted 
into their methyl esters, and after the usual purification ware 
stored in an atmosphere of nitrogen* 
SnBiTnlw i mfwiH* 
the methyl asters (eg) ware taken in alcohol (40® c.c. 
99£) and alcoholic potassium hydroxide ( H/2, 40*0 c.c*) was 
added to i t and the mixture refluxed fbr two hours. After 
removing the alcohol the soap was taken in water (300 c . c ) . 
The soap wolution was cooled (below 4*@°C, ) i an ice bath 
and freshly prepared alkaline potassium permanganate waa 
added to i t ( 5 c.c* after every two minutes) with gentle 
stirring unti l the solution retained the colour of the 
permenganata. A thick brown precipitate was formed, the mixture 
was kept in the ice bath for another half an hour* Sulphurous 
moid was then added t i l l a piece of litmus paper showed the 
solution was distinctly acidic, the brown precipitate dissolved 
82* 
and a colourless flocculent precipitate appeared, the preci-
pitate was f i ltered and boiled fbr a abort time with hydroch-
loric acid (5JK). After f i l tering ejafl drying in an air oven, 
the precipitate was refluxed with petroleum ether (B.P.45-50°C). 
The precipitate (a.p. 110-113°C) was crystal 11 ted from absolute 
alcohol (three tiroes) and then from aayl alcohol end had 
ra.p. 121-122°C, ( this molting point of the derivative of solid 
fatty acid corresponded with the dihydroxy stearic acid of 
Petroselsale acid found by Hllditch ard Christian-Bio. Cham. J. 
1929). 
htmM ffMa* 
the methyl ester ft of the liquid acids on treatment 
as above detailed gave f i r s t a product a. p. 115-117°C and from 
thie through absolute alcohol and partial concentration two 
products were finally obtained ( oa repeated recrystalllsatlon} 
a. p. 170°C and a* p. 128°C. 
These melting points are the same as obtained by 
Hllditch and Christian ( loc .c i t ) for tetra and dihydroxy 
stearic acids for the presence of l inol ic and oleic acids in 
celery seeds* 
the unaaponifiable natter (7*5g), Isolated from the 
fatty o i l by continuous ether-extraction method mentioned 
earlier, was dissolved in methyl alcohol (cold) in which I t 
was totally soluble. The solution was cooled at -5°C In a 
freezing mixture when a colourless floculent precipitate was 
obtained* It was noticed that the precipitate so formed 
dissolved In the solvent when i t attained room temper a tore. The 
solution was again cooled to -2°C and allowed to stand In the 
83. 
fraasing mixture t i l l the precipitate foraed settled down 
whan the supernatant liquid waa carefully decanted, and the 
precipitate washed with a l i t t l e cold alcohol, thia alcohol 
waa added to the decanted liquid. The decanted liquid a waa 
o 
cooled again to -2 C and gave a farther precipitate which waa 
aUowad to sett le down. It waa quietly filtered at vary low 
temperature on a buchner funnel, the two lota of precipitates 
combined and on several recryatalliaation from alcohol gave 
o 
a.p. 69-70C. 
Thia product waa soluble In ether, benzene, chloroform 
petroleum ether, acetone, alcohol and eolation waa neutral to 
l itaue. It gave no t e s t for hydroxyl, carboxyl, ketone anfl 
aldehyde groups. 
( i ) The weight of the boat 5'6460g 
The weight of the boat and the 
eubatance. 3 *7866g 
0»1426g 
( i i ) The weight of the calciua 
chloride tube bafora expt. 41'7li6g 
The weight of the caloiua 
chloride tube after expt. 41'900Og 
"FisStg 
(iii)The weight of the aofnolite 
tuba bafora experiment. 40'29i4g 
Urn weight of the aofnolite 
tuba after experiawnt. 40'7357g 
0»4443g 
Pound, C, 84*9^| H, 14*6*. 
The f i l trate front the above product was evaporated to 
dryness In a desiccator and the brown sticky mass obtained waa 
dissolved in alcohol (95*, 50 c . c ) . a solution f digitonin 
34. 
<lg) in 95$ alcohol(100 c , c ) w a a prep^ed,war2ied to bo i l i ng and 
ifolle hot was gr;*3ually addec t o the above solut ion t i l l no more 
p r e e i t i t a t e was farmed. On allowing to© mixture to struid for a 
couple of tour a, the j j*«cipi ta te ee t t l ed down and was then 
f i l t e r e d on a weighed Gooeh c r u c i b l e . I t was washed well with 
alcohol and a f t e r drying nt 100°C was weighed (3*801%). 
7r»« digitonid© so prepared was reflaxed for more than two 
hours with acet id anhydride (25 c . c . ) »iid a fv*w fine c r y s t a l s 
of b iijainlora cnlor lde (a&UydrousO.^ p a r t Ian (5 c«e*) of t h i s 
mixture was poured in to a beaker contain in** wator (200 cc*) .No 
de f in i t e pa^odjct could be obtained. 
rh© x»*sat of t i * above mixture v^g transferred to « conical 
f l a sk and cooled to the room temperature, A crop of srtiite 
c r y s t a l l i n e -product was forried,whieh *;8 completely separated fcjp 
&ilovd.ng to stand ov m i g h t . 'Che c r y s t a l s *ere separated, r e -
o 
c r y s t a l l i s e d a number of tisies frora alcohol ?md gave ra.p«133«l24c , 
The f i l t r a t e froea the above on fur ther close exeninn t lon 
gave only « l i t t l e more quan t i t y of the above paroduct(a«p. 123-4 ©• 
The seeds (200g) thoroughly defat ted by petrolwia e the r , 
were refluxed with c&ifoon t e t r a chloride (750 c . c > f o r t en 
hoursv f i l t e r e d and ajjain refluxed with piore c? rboa t e t r ach lo r ide 
(500 c-c).Th«y were f i l t e r e d and unshed vl th « frssh quant i ty 
1400 c . c ) o ? U e^ solvent*The f i l t r a t e s and the v;ashing \* r s 
united and af ter recovering the solvent (carbon te t rach lor ide) 
the e x t r a c t m-B dr ied over concentrated aulphurie acid in « 
vacuus! des icca tor ®iy$ -weighed* A res inous brwm product 8*4g 
85* 
was obtained. 
the brown reeinoite mass was acidic to litmus. This wae 
soluble in cold ether, benzene, toluene, xylene, acetone, 
chloroform aethyl and ethyl alcohols, but insoluble in water 
and petroleum ether, but no definite product oould be obtained 
through any of the above solvents* 
the resinous aass (3*5g) was dissolved in caustic 
potash (H/2) solution, and thrice extracted with ether, the 
ethereal extract was washed free of alkali and after drying 
over sodium sulphate (anhydrous), ether recovered, when i t 
gave a brown resinous product neutral to litmus • Ihis was 
treated with different solvents, one by one, but no definite 
product could be obtained* 
the alkali solution, after removal of the above neutral 
resinous natter, was acidified with dilute hydrochloric acid* 
the turbid solution was extracted (thrice)with ether* the 
ethereal solution after usual washing, drying and recovery of 
ether, gave a brown resinous product vhich was acidic to 
l i taus . Attempte to get any crystalline product by treatment 
with various solvents have not so far materialised. Apparently 
the brown resinous product obtained through carbon tetra 
chloride i s made up of two parts, one neutral and the other 
acidic* 
the seeds (500g) thoroughly exhausted with petroleum 
ether end carbon tetrachloride were taken in a round bottom 
(31*) flask aad alcohol (1*51*) was added to i t . The whole wae 
refluxed &>r ei#*t hours and l e f t overnight* i t was then 
filtered* The f i l trate was reduced in bulk at the water pusp 
86. 
and tkft seeds were again taken in alcohol (1L) and refluxed for 
another eight hours, fresh alcohol (recovered from the above 
extract, 500 e.e.) was added during thi course of th is reflux-
ing. On allowing i t to stand overnight the f i l trate was added 
to the f irs t extract and the bulk partially redueed t i l l 
crystallisation appeared in the d is t i l la t ion flask, when i t was 
poured out in a conical flask and l e f t overnight, this gave 
a gelatinous aass and was filtered on a buehner funnel at the 
pump. I t was washed with a l i t t l e fresh alcohol and well 
pressed to drain out a l l solvent* 
Toe f i l t ra te on standing gave a further deposit of the 
gelatinous mass* this operation was continued t i l l no sore 
gelatinous deposit was obtained. All the fractions (thus 
obtained) of the gelatinous aass were united and dried at 100°C 
and weighed. It was yellow coloured solid mass and was labelled 
(A) and weighed 14*7g. 
The f i l trate from the above solid was further concen-
trated and allowed in stand for a few days, when i t deposited 
a white crystalline product wiich was separated aid tensed B. 
The melting point of this product (3) was found to b©162-63°C 
the f i l trate was gradually concentrated and kept t i l l I t gave 
no aore of the product**). All the portions of the product (B) 
were united and dried at 100°C, desiccator and welghed(4*68g). 
the f i l trate after the separation of the product (B) was dark 
red in colour and was concentrated a l i t t l e further at the 
water piunp, and l e f t for crystallisation. It gave a syrup, 
which was sweet in taste and readily reduced Fehling and 
amaoniacal silver nitrate solutions. It also gave positive 
ifellseh's tes t . I t was l e f t over a few days when crystallisation 
87. 
appeared. The crystalline product was sticky and on washing 
with absolute alcohol gave colourless crystals which melted 
at 146°C. 
The crystals wars dissolved in water and a few drops 
of phenylhydraaine i » acetic acid added, where upon warning 
on water bath for about twenty minutes brownish yellow crystals 
appeared* they were allowed to grow and then filtered and 
recrystallised g&v sup* 265*206 C* A nixed melt of this with 
a genuine staple of glucosazone gave no depression in the 
aelting point* 
Repeated attempts were made by leaving the remaining 
syrup la absolute alcohol to separate completely glucose by 
crystallisation, but only partial separation occurred. The 
syrup did not dissolve in benzene, petroleum ether or sther at 
this stage and therefore the whole l o t of this syrup was taken 
and phenylhydrazine (5 c .c . ) aid acetic acid (30 c.c.) with a 
l i t t l e water added to i t and the whole warmed on a water bath* 
After a l i t t l e tine yellow crystalline product b gan to separata 
when the separation appeared completed,the product was filtered 
while s t i l l warn and recrystallised gave m.p.205-206 C. It 
weighed about 2*5g* 
The f i l t ra te from the above was well shaken f irst with 
bensene and then with ether and concentrated under vacuua,but 
no further crystalline product separated. The residue when 
analysed gave the presence of HitrogenC in some quantity) and 
phosphorus and sulphur* The quantity of Vitrogen appeared 
large compared to the other two elements, when the syrup was 
tested before Hie addition of phenylhydrazine also* 
o9» 
Alcohol extraction of the eeede wae repeated several 
tiaee to ge t a quantity of the products* It was found that 
2'5 l i t r e s of alcohol and sixteen hours period of refluxing 
was enough for complete extraction. 
A l i t t l e of this gelatinous raass was ignited on a nickel 
spatula when i t f irs t softened and then burnt with a smoky 
flaae and finally l e f t a residue* A further quant ity(lg) was 
ignited in a crucible and the ash analysed, showed* the presence 
4 
of Iron asd Aiuainiua. Calciua and Magnsslua were also indicated 
but they appeared in traces only* 
The entire l e t (I3g) of the gelatinous mass was then 
dissolved in boiling alcohol and filtered* The quantity of 
alcohol was so arranged that on cooling no precipitation occu-
rred, A warn dilute alcoholic solution of lead acetate was 
added (drop by drop) to the alcoholic solution of the gelatinous 
mss with constant stirring, with the f i r s t few c.c'e of lead 
acetate solution, a brown sticky precipitate ( i ) was foned, 
which was filtered and washed with a l i t t l e fresh alcohol*this 
precipitate (1) was suspended in alcohol and hydrogen sulphide 
passed into i t to precipitate lead as sulphide* The f i l trate 
from *.ead sulphide'was boiled free of hydrogen sulphide and on 
keeping gave a gelatinous precipitate* Nothing definite could 
be obtained from it* this gelatinous precipitate on Ignition 
showed the presence of Iron and iVluainiua* 
The f i l trate together with the w a things from the above 
sticky preeipitate9 were treated again with alcoholic lead 
acetate solution (drop by drop ard with constant st£rring)until 
the supernatant liquid gave a reddish brown colour with a fresh 
O X 7 . 
solution of ferrous sulphate* The deep yellow (with distinct 
red tinge) precipitate ( i i ) thus formed was filtered on a 
Buchner funnel and washed with fresh alcohol, this precipitate 
was suspended in alcohol, and hydrogen sulphide passed into i t , 
I t was slightly warned and filtered quickly. -Che lead sulphide 
preeipitate was washed with minimum quantity of warn alcohol. 
Tm washing was added to the f i l trate which was boiled free of 
hydrogen sulphide and kept aside. As i t gradually cooled yellow 
needle shaped clusters of crystals began to separate. The 
cry stal l liw prod uct was fi ltered next morning, washed with cold 
alcohol and dried on a porous t i l e had a.p. 240-242°C. The 
washings were added to the f i l trate which was partially 
concentrated and on keeping overnight gave a further quantity 
of the above crystalline product. By gradual concentration of 
the f i l trate further crops of t h i s product were obtained t i l l 
a stage was reached when a gelatinous precipitate appeared* 
This gelatinous precipitate had no definite melting point. 
It was redlssolved In alcohol, cooled and added to the f i l trate. 
o iTie above yellow product was collected and dried at HO C, 
cooled in a vacuum desiccator and weighed gave 3'6g of the 
product. 
This yellow crystalline product w,-s recrystaUlsed 
several time a from alcohol (dist i l led over l ias) and had 
fttPt 34fr»?*60g. 
the f i l trate was treated in a like manner with lead 
acetate t i l l the supernatant liquid gave blood red colour with 
ft freshly prepared solution of ferous sulphate* The preeipitate 
obtained now was yellow in colour but dist inct from the colour 
of the precipitate earlier described* 
90. 
The precipi tate was suspended in alcohol and decomposed 
by hydrogen sulphide as in previous case* the f i l t r a t e after 
removing excess hydrogen sulphide and on standing gave silky, 
long, needle shape crystals* These crystals on repeated 
reerys t a l l i s a t i a n did not give any product of a definite 
melting point , Their melting points varied frona 190°C to 232°C 
with the crystals taken from different portions of the mass* 
However these crys ta ls taken in alcohol and reprecipita-
ting fractionally by alcoholic lead acetate f inally gave only 
a l i t t l e of the product m.p. 245-246 C. Alcoholic solution of 
the above product of indefinite melting joint gave with water 
a white gelatinous prec ip i ta te , the precipi tate was collected 
redissolved in alcohol and reprecipitated by water. These 
operations were repeated several t ines but no product of a 
definite melting point was obtained* 
The f i l t r a t e and the washings from the above precipitate 
were united and treated with alcoholic lead acetate (dropwise 
and constant s t i r r ing ; t i l l the sapernatant l iquid was almost 
colourless, and i t appeared that the addition of more lead 
acetate dirt not increase the quantity of the precipi ta te . This 
l ight yellow precipi ta te was f i l t e r ed , wahsed, and suspended in 
alcohol and decomposed by hydrogen sulphide. After warming Ihe 
lead precipi ta te was f i l tered quickly sod the f i l t r a t e on cooling 
deposited pract ical ly colourless short needles which aelted at 
209-210°C. These on reerys ta l l i sa t ion (twice; from absolute 
alcohol gave sal t ing point 211-212°C. Further reerystal l isat ions 
did not improve the melting point* 
The f i l t r a t e and the washings after the separation of 
the product a .p . 2li-212°C were concentrated by d i s t i l l i n g i t 
9 1 . 
a t the water pimp t i l l a so l id appeared, 'Bis concentrate along 
with the deposited so l id was t ransfer red t c an open dish and 
eooled to 4O-S0°C, A white gela t inous p r e c i p i t a t e was obtained. 
3*1 i s ge la t ine JS p r e c i p i t a t e wna quickly f i l t e r e d on a buebner 
funnel and »«»hod# I t was token in alcohol and hydrogen auiphide 
was passed into i t (avoiding large exc«es ) . On w-irjain^, the lead 
s u i c i d e -.apftcipitate w-«:$a f i l t e r e d . After removing the excess 
hydrogen sulphide, the f i l t r a t e wus kept 3s ide , ^s i t cooled, 
white shor t needles maoe t h e i r appearandefwhich had ia.p.208-9 Of 
o 
and on several r eery s t a l l i s tioiiis had $*«.D«. «ill-2;l2 C. 
Hie f i l t r a t e and the washings from the above gave on the 
addi t ion vf water . waits ge la t inous j - r e c i ^ i t ^ t e . This p r e c i p i -
t a t e was f i l t e r e d 011 a buchner funnel ;vt t%e wrter pu^p. /. l i t t l e 
of the p r e c i p i t a t e on the spatu la burnt and l e f t an ash which 
gave the praseriee of Iron and Aluminium. 
The f i l t r a t e was then evaporated co dryness by d i s t i l l a -
t ion under reduced p ressure . A l i t t l e - quan t i ty of a solid, mass 
was obtained which on i g n i t i o n l e f t s r e s idue . This residue gave 
feeble t e ^ t s f^t Calcium m& Jagnesiua. 
S?caain^tion of t:*» product p . 
'Chia product (4g) was dissolved in alcohol ( r ec t i f i ed 
s p i r i t d i s t i l l e d over lima) in which i t witt very sparingly 
so luble . Tiie a lcohol ic solu t ion was p a r t i a l l y aoncentrnt«K] and 
allowed t o cool , After so.'ae t i :ae t ti'te so lu t ion deposited white 
feathery o r y s t a l l l n e product , This i roduc t wt?e eepKj»atcd and 
had laaiting point 163-165°C. Repented r ec rys t t l l l s f i t i onc from 
Methyl alcohol gave « product with cup. 166-16'r^C. 
iwS# 
The aother liquor was further concentrated and allowed 
to stand overnight, the above feathery crys ta l s , accompanied 
with d i s t inc t needle shaped crystals wore deposited. The former 
product was in larger amount than the l a t e r , t h i s mixed 
crystal l ine product was recrys ta l l i sed alternately from ethyl 
and as thy 1 alcohols to separate them, but with no success. 
After several recrystal l i sat iona from methyl alcohol the 
o 
product had sup* 166-167 C. 
The above crystal l ine jroduct m.p. 166*167 C(0»2g) was 
treated with different solvents and found sparingly soluble 
in hot methyl and ethyl alcohols, acetonef Insoluble in ether, 
benzene,carbon tetrachloride and petroleum other but highly 
soluble in water* 
The analysis of the compound gave the following values 
for Carbon and Hydrogen, 
(1) The weight of the boat 
The weight of the boat and 
the substance 
(ii)The weight of the calcium 
chloride tube before expt. 
Ins weight of the calcium 
chlor las tube after expt. 
( H i ) d o weight o f the sofnol i te 
tubs before experiment 
The weight of 1he sofnol i te 
tube after experiment 
8'7644g 
8*9790g 
0*214% 
38»1794g 
38»3264g 
"6''i«Wc 
40'5264g 
40'8348g 
0'3084g 
Found, C,39*22$| H,?*48*. 
The substance was eweet In taste and i t s solution In alcohol 
93. 
and In water waa neutral to litmus. 
(by Landoberger method). 
The substance taken 0'4022g 
the boiling point of the alcohol uaad 77*9 C 
The boiling point of the alcohol
 0 
with the oubatanca 78'1 C 
The volume of alcohol immediately 
constant rate of boiling i s attained 12*5 c .c . 
The molecular weight of the substance 186* 
4mfrl <nnvdrt¥t vf fo* wMwfi %»t %tirW% 
The aubatance (0»8174g) waa taken in acetic anhydride 
(20 c.c . redlatilledf B.P. 137°C; with a few crystals of sine 
chloride t anhydrous) in a round bottom flask (100 c.c.) fitted 
with an air condenser. The mixture waa f ir at heated on a water 
bath with constant, gentle shaking until the substance was 
completely dissolved (10 minutes). Then the flask was trans-
point 
ferred to a sand bath and heated to the boiling/of acetic 
anhydride. After three quarters of an hour the mixture was 
poured Into a beaker containing cold water (200 c .c . ) where 
upon an oi ly mass separated. This was stirred and as the mixture 
cooled, a white precipitate began to deposit* After a couple of 
hour a the precipitate was filtered and was ed well with dis t i l* 
led water, the precipitate after dtying at 100°C, was weighed 
( l ,S0g). 
The precipitate was taken in alcohol (warm, 50 c . c ) , the 
gave 
solution concentrated and l e f t overnight/white rhombic crystals. 
This crystalline product was reerystalliaed from absolute 
o 
alcohol ant had m.p. 1291 C. 
94. 
The exhaueted aeeds (lOOg) wara taken in water (500 c.c) 
and ballad on a eand bath for an hour and than filtered. 
Acidulated alcohol (1 l i tre) waa added to the filtrate* A 
gelatinooa precipitate waa obtained which was filtered, 
a 
rediaaolved in hot water (200 c . c , 70*80 C) and re precipitated 
by acidulated alcohol (400 c . c ) . The precipitate waa dried 
and weighed. Yield l ' l g . The following tes ts ware performed 
with the substance. 
A l i t t l e of the substance waa dissolved In water and 
waa neutral to litmus. I t gave precipitatee with copper 
sulphate and lead nitrate but no precipitate with ferric 
chloride and barium chloride* 
The product (O'Sg) waa taken with water (20 c.c.) in 
a d i s t i l l ing flask. To the above mixture was added cauatle 
soda solution (5 c.c. ,10* in water)* After gently agitating, 
the flask waa corked end l e f t for a few minutes. Then sulphuric 
acid (5 c.c.,8£) waa added, the mixture dist i l led and the 
d i s t i l la te (17 c.c.) waa collected. This diatlUata on warming 
with a l i t t l e p-nitrobensoyl chloride gave a solid product 
which waa cry s ta l l lead from alcohol and had aup* 96°C ( a 
characteristic teat for methyl alcohol)* 
The aubatanee (0*2g) waa diatl l led with hydrochloric 
acid (19 c . c , 12%). The dia t i l l ate reduced Fehling'a solution 
showing the presence of furfural* 
Ifttr fiftmVtf the fraaft flccflat 
The powdered aeeda (2 lbs.) ware exhausted with boiling 
water (twice, in two lota of 4 litres) and filtered hot, on a 
9 5 . 
piece ot c lo th . Ihe f i l t r a t e on cooling deposited a gelat inous 
aass-This was f i l t e r e d on a piece of c lo th , washed •with cold 
vyat*srt srrssri d r i ed . A brovin solid pred ic t (HS-^Sg) wss obtained* 
This was token up in a lare?e quan t i ty of Rlcohol(3 l i t res f war«) 
and tsien allowed to cool . The colour of tf»e solut ion was brown 
• OKI thick *ind i t deposited a sol id on standing, This wet 
f i l t e r e d off • The d e a r brown solut ion wsc then t reated with 
alcoholic lead ace te te so lu t ion (dropby ero" and with constant 
shaking) and n reddish yellow p rec ip i t a t e vns obtained. The 
p r e c i p i t a t e roamed by the f i r s t few cubic centimeters of the 
l©'»d acetate so lu t ion was f i l t e r e d off* This p r e c i p i t a t e was 
suspeoaded .In water and decora -vsed by h^ro;j«n sulphide*The water 
solut ion a f t s r reiaov.-al of the excess hydrogen S'.itphtde g?-.ve 
soa» of the t e a t s for t a n i i but fai led in the v i t a l t e s t s for 
tsntn*-
Further drop v;ise addi t ion c f i e n d i:c<?t^te g l u t t o n grave 
reddish yellow p r e c i p i t a t e •This precioit.*it,<» w»s f i l t e r e d and 
decomposed with hydrogen sulphide Ptsg proceeded with in t e 
nanner described ea r l i e r< alcoholic ex t r s c t j r e l e t l nmt s £aass)and 
,£sve the product ra*p. 245<-346°C.. 
The f i l t r a t e frou the above product an fur ther t r e^ t^en t 
v?lth alcoholic lead ace t s t e so lu t ion ^ vo a yellow p r e c i p i t a t e 
which was worVed u~ as mentioned e n r l i e r , and gave the product 
o 
m.p, 211-212 C. 
The supera&tant l i qu id from the steam d i s t i l l a t i o n of the 
seeds fo r obtaining the e s sen t i a l o i l s , was f i l t e r e d while 
hot on a piece of c lo th .Tie f i l t r a t e , on cooling, g ve a 
gela t inous mass, This was f i l t e r e d on a piece of d o t h and 
washed with cold na ter and v e i l pressed* T Is p r e c i p i t a t e was 
proceeded with a s e a r l i e r described and gave the mm two 
w©« • 
products m.p.245-246° C and «*P« 211-212°C, 
The above product (O'lg) was dissolved in warn alcohol. 
A l i t t l e of this solution was taken in a tes t tube and a few 
drops of Ferrous sulphate solution (Freshly prepared) were 
added* A dark blue colour was produced which on standing gave 
dark blue precipitate. Similar behaviour was- observed with 
ferric chloride solution* Water solution of the above substance 
gave no precipitate with Hi eke 1 sulphate chromium oxalte, 
manganese chloride, coball-nitrate and Zinc chloride* 
(1) The weight of the boat 3'6440g 
The weight of the boat & the 
substance 3*6§94g 
0'26§4g 
( i i ) The weight of the calcium 
chloride tube before expt. 41*343% 
The weight of the calcium 
chloride tube after expt. 41 *4370g 
0'0884g 
( i l l ) the weight of the sofnolite 
tube before experiment 36*654% 
The weight of the sofnolite 
tube after experiment 37*0377g 
0«SM9g 
Found, C, 50*84*} H9 4*78*. 
Hydrochloric acid (100 c . c . in water 900 c.c.) was 
boiled in a round bottom flask (3 l i tres ) carrying a condenser 
on a sand bath and the product (5*40g) was dropped into i t , 
where upon a clear yellow solution was obtained. This was boiled 
97. 
when with la half an hour's refloating a l ight yellow thread like 
crystals made their appearance in the flaek. The precipitate 
went on increasing as the boiling continued, fhaa i t appeared 
that no acre precipitate was coming (4 hours), the mixture was 
fi ltered while s t i l l hot, on a buchner funnel, flue precipitate 
was washed free of hydrochloric acid, dried and welghed(2*8g). 
This yellow precipitate was dissolved in warm alcohol 150 c .c . t 
and fi ltered, After adding water (SO c .c . ) the f i l trate was 
concentrated end kept overnight. Yellow snail needle shaped 
crystals were formed. This product was recry stal l ised from 
o 
alcohol and had a. p. 327*828 C. 
the product m.p. 245-246°C was hydrolysed in the manner 
described above* The substance (3»55g) and hydrochloric acid 
(ISO c.c . in water 1350 c .c . ) were employed end the hydrohysis 
was continued for a longer period (3*9 hours). Like the previous 
hydrolysis, a clear yellow solution was obtained) which gave 
a crystalline precipitate within half an hour's boiling though 
the reaction appeared completed in about four hour's boiling* 
The precipitate deepened in colour as the boiling was continued. 
The mixture was cooled and the precipitate f ilteredfwashedy 
dried and weighed (4'75g). 
This precipitate was dissolved in alcohol where upon 
brownish solution was obtained. It was treated with cold lead 
acetate solution (alcoholic, dropwise) t i l l the supernatant 
liquid was dear yellow In colour, ihe lead precipitate (small 
in quantity) was filtered and any unreacted lead acetate was 
removed by hydrogen sulphide end the solution after the 
addition of 30 c .c . water was concentrated. This concentrate 
on allowing to stand gave yellow crystalline product which was 
98. 
re crystallised froa aleohol and had a*p* 327-328°C (yield 4'34g) 
In subsequent hydrolysis of the product nu p. 24 6-24 6 C, 
four (4) hour* e boiling was Maintained* 
This product was dried at 160°C in an air oven for three 
quarters of an hour and analysed for carbon and hydrogen values* 
( i ) The weight of tht boat 
The weight of the boat and the 
substance 
( i i ) the weight of the calcium 
chloride tube before expt* 
The weight of the c&lciua 
chloride tube after expt. 
( i i i ) The weight of the sofnollte 
tube before experiment 
The weight of the sofnolite 
tube after experiment 
3'6440g 
3»8€50g 
0'^210g 
40*7966g 
40»8708g 
0'0742g 
36'6326g 
37*1425g 
6»o&% 
Found, C, 62'89Jtj H, S»73#. 
The product (0*31g) was taken in freshly dist i l led acetic 
anhydride (3Q*0 c .c . ) with a few crystals of zinc chloride 
(anhydrous) in a round bottom flask (IOC c .c . ) • The mixture 
was f i r s t gently heated with continuous shaking until the 
substance was completely dissolved* 
'the solution was refluxed on a sand bath and after a 
couple of hours was poured into eold water* A white precipitate 
was obtained when the mixture was cooled* This precipitate was 
f i l tered t washed with dis t i l led water, recrystallised froa 
absolute alcohol gave a.p. 218-219°C* 
• . thrt . tJM . f 1 » • * — 1 • . - 827-828'c 
Tha product (0'250g) waa taken in aw thy 1 alcohol eontala 
ing caustic soda (2g) in a 100 c .c . round bottom flaak and 
refluxad with methyl iodide (19 c .c ,excess) on a sand hath* 
Aftar refluxiag for thirty houre (Parkin method), tha axoaaa 
methyl lodida ant some methyl alcohol waa recovered aid tha 
remaining product was poured into water* A reddiah preeipi* 
tata waa formed* Aftar f i l tering, tha precipitate waa takaa 
into ether and waahad with caustic soda solution (0*5£) and 
dried over sodium sulphate (anhydrous). On removing ether a 
fry l ight yellow crystalline product was obtained. It was 
recryatalliaed f i r s t from alcohol and than from absolute 
alcohol and had awp. 160-l6l°C. 
A small quantity of the product was made Into a pasts 
with a l i t t l e quantity of acetic acid (glacial in peatle 
and mortar. The pasta after tranafaring to a small beaker 
with Ilia help of a l i t t l e wore acid, was treated with bromine 
solution (bromine in acetic acid) drop by drop until tha 
mixture retained permanent colour of bromine • The mixture 
was kept aside for forty sight hours* A lemon yellow colour 
precipitate was obtained. This was f i ltered washed free of 
excess bromine, and recryatalliaed from absolute alcohol had 
o 
malting point 237 C. the mother liquors were concentre tad la 
a vacuum desiccator at the water pump. A reddish yellow 
sticky solid was obtained. I t was taken in absolute alcohol 
and kept aside. After seven days a few l ight yellow crystals 
appeared* These crystals were separated and washed with a 
o 
small quantity of alcohol and had sup. 286 C. 
100. 
Hie product (lg) was taken in a mixture of nitric acid 
(IS c .c . ) end acetic acid (5 e*c*> In a conical flask* A red 
solution was formed with evolution of heat, the above red 
solution was warmed on a water bath with constant shaking t i l l 
the evolution of nitrous fumes ceased* 
the mixture was kept for some time but no solid product 
separated* there upon a l i t t l e of the mixture was diluted with 
water and extracted with ether, benzene and petroleum ether, 
but nothing could be obtained* 
After treatment with the above solvents, the aqueous 
layer was concentrated in a vacuum desiccator (water pump). 
When completely evaporated a crop of white crystals was 
obtained, a.p. 100°C. This was identified as oxalic acid* 
the nitration of the product was repeated several tines 
with varying concentrations of nitric acid and In different 
media such as sulphuric acid, acetic acid, and water but no 
definite products except oxalic acid or the unreacted material 
could be obtained* 
the
 fl 
Alkali fusion of/product a»p. ag?*32g°g* 
the substance <2g) was put into a boiling solution of 
potassium hydroxide (10 g, 10 c.c . water) in a nickel crucible 
and heated in an o i l bath at 180-200°C until a drop of the 
solution taken In water gave no precipitate with hydrochloric 
acid two (2) hours* 
the fused mass was then taken in water (100 c.c.) and 
neutralised by hydrochloric acid* A clear brown solution was 
obtained* this solution was then slightly acidified where npon 
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* turbidity sppoared. th i s turbid solution was extracted with 
ether, the rod oth«r«al layer was washed with water and on 
recovery of other a brown crystalline nass was ©btolned.Thle 
crystalline staff was taken In sodium bicarbonate solution 
(Q*25») and carbon dioxide was passed into i t tor some tine an< 
then extracted with other, the other layer was washed with 
water, dried w*e sodium sulphate (anhydrous) and on recovery 
0 
of other a few noodle shaped cry eta la m. p. 208-209 C wore 
obtained* Water eolation of this product gave no colour with 
ferric chloride. 
the aqueous layer was acidified tti by dilate hydro* 
chloric sold« extracted with other, the ethereal layer dried 
in the usual wayt other recovered and a brown syrup was 
obtained* This syrup on standing deposited a crystalline 
product which was drained on porous t i l e and long white 
noodles a. p. 197*198 C were obtained, the water solution 
of this product gave with ferric chloride a deep blue colour, 
and reduced amenoniaeal s i lver nitrate solution. 
fffflfflTMltlwl vf Iftf f UtTflVf tiW %1 hjdrolyflB o l frho 
itfft f0~?l$ fr 
A l i t t l e of the above f i l trate was neutralised with 
ammonia and ibund to reduce Fehllng'e solution and aaanoniacal 
silver nitrate solution and to give positive Moliscn tost. 
The f i l trate from the hydrolytdc product of a.p,245-246°C 
w*s treated with lead acetate until no more precipitate was 
fonaed. This lead chloride precipitate was filtered and the 
f i l trate was concentrated by dist i l lat ion under reduced 
pressure (water pump).A brown syrup was obtained. This was 
extracted with ethertben*ene and petroleum ether but no result 
was obtained. The syrup was partially soluble In alcohol. The eyru 
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was then taken in a l i t t l e water , mixed with an excess of 
phenyl hydrazine i n a c e t i c acid and warmed for some time.Yellow 
needle shape c r y s t a l s of osasone separated. This was rec rys -
o 
t a l l i s e d from pyridln and had sup. 206-207 C. .men mixed melt 
with glucosazone i t gave a . p . 206-207 C 
The product (2g) was dropped in a bo i l ing solut ion of 
sulphuric ac id ( i#) and the bo i l i ng was continued for half an 
hour. The c lea r yellow solut ion so formed was lef t*overnight . 
A yellow f locculent p r e c i p i t a t e was formed, the p r e c i p i t a t e 
f i l t e r e d , washed free of mineral a c i d , and r e c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
absolute alcohol had a . p . 256-257 C. 
the f i l t r a t e from the product » . p . 256-257°C gave the 
t e a t s of reducing sugar. I t was then t rea ted with lead acetate 
to remove sulphuric ac id . After separating the lead sulphate 
p r e c i p i t a t e , the f i l t r a t e was concentrated to a syrup. This 
syrup was taken in water, added to phenyl hydrazine (ig) i n 
ace t ic acid (5 c . c . ; and warmed on a water bath for about 
20 minutes when yellow c r y s t a l s separated. Tnese on r e c r y s t a H i -
o 
sa t ion frofi) absolute alcohol had m.p. 205-206 C, and were 
iden t i ca l with glucosazone (mixed raeltJ. 
gxamjnafrfrffl of, Jhe.,,product a t p a 2 ^ - 2 ^ 2 % 
Water as well as alcoholic solution of the above product 
produced with ferrous sulphate solut ion (freshly prepared) 
blood red co loura t ion , while with f e r r i c ch lor ide solut ion dark 
blue colour. Highly concentrated a lcohol ic solution of t h i s 
product ge la t in i sed and i t s water so lu t ion even a t a lower 
concentration r ead i ly g e l a t i n i s e d . 
103. 
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o the product wis dr ied in an a i r oven a t r?up,i25-l3Q C 
for a couple o f hours and then analysed. 
(1) The wei^i t of the boat 
The weight of the boat 
and the substance 
( i i ) The weight of the ca l c iua 
chlor ide tube before expt . 
the weight of the calcium 
chlor ide tube a f t e r expt . 
( i i i ) the weight of sofnoi i te tube 
before exper iaa to t . 
The weight of sofnoi i te tube 
a f t e r experiment. 
Pound, Ct 53'22£} Hf4*80j£. 
( i ) The weight of the boa t 
The weight of the boat 
and the substance 
( i i ) The weight o f calcium 
chlor ide tube before expt . 
The weijght of calcium 
chloride tube a f t e r exp t . 
( I l l ) The weight of sofnoi i te 
tube before experiment 
The weight of sofno i i t e 
tube a f t e r experiment. 
3»643Sg 
3«7794g 
0»i356g 
34«8022g 
34 *860§g 
0'0584g 
42*8074g 
43»0720g 
0f2646g 
8'7740g 
8'9662g 
0*1922g 
34 '7H2g 
34f7950g 
42*3628g 
42»7420g 
FOuaft, C,53»33^| Hf 4*6l#. 
MWHMMHWMNMM 
0*3792j; 
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The product (l*0g) was pat Into b o i l i n g d i lu ted 
sulphuric acid ( i# f 150 e . c . ; . A c lear yellow so lu t ion was 
immediately produced. The boi l ing of t h i s eo la t ion was continued 
Ibr ha l f an hour. On cool ing, the so lu t ion deposited yellowish 
f locculent p rec ip i t a t e* After standing overnight , the p r ec ip i -
t a t e was f i l t e r e d and washed f r e e of mineral acid by cold water* 
On recry s t a l l ! s a t loa from alcohol the above product gave 
s l i g h t l y yel lowish, abort needles m.p. 234-235°C* The y ie ld was 
about 0 '7g . 
The f i l t r a t e froa t h e above product gave fa in t yellow 
colour idth sodium carbonate, and read i ly reduced Fehl ing ' s 
so lu t ion , asunoniaeal s i lve r n i t r a t e solut ion and gave pos i t ive 
l o l l s s h ' s t e s t . 
The above p a r t i a l hydro lys is of the product aup.211-2l2°C 
was repeated with the substance (4'5g) and d i l u t e sulphuric 
acid <£$, 750 c*c«J. On ha l f an hour ' s bo i l i ng and cooling over 
n igh t , the l i g h t yellow p r e c i p i t a t e <3*4g) was obtained. This 
product recrys taLl i sed from alcohol had m.p. 234-235°C, 
This l i g h t yellow c r y s t a l l i n e product was heated in an 
a i r over a t 125-130 C for about an hour and analysed (combustion) 
Combustion of the product m.p. 234-235°C. 
(1) The weight of the boat 3'7740g 
The wei^ i t of the boat and 
the substance 8*9l46g 
0»1406g 
(11) The weight df calcium chlor ide 
tube before experiment 30'liSOg 
The weight of calcium chloride 
tube a f t e r experiment. 30*1752g 
0*0572g 
105, 
( i l l ) the weight of sofnol i te tube 
before experiment 36*5824g 
the weight of sofnol i te tube 
a f t e r experiment. 36»8695g 
Found,C,55r69^;H,4r52%. 0'2871g 
Treatment of the f i l t r a t e from p a r t i a l hydrolysis of 
The f i l t r a t e from the product m.p. 234-235 C was 
neu t ra l i sed with barium hydroxide solut ion and the f i l t r a t e was 
concentrated by d i s t i l l a t i o n under reduced pressure . The 
concentrate^ a yellowish syrup was taken in a l i t t l e water, 
mixed with an excess of phenyl hydrazine (2 c . c , ) in ace t ic 
acid(6 c . c . ) and warmed on a water bath for an hour, v&en on 
cooling yellow c r y s t a l l i n e product was obtained. I t was 
f i l t e r e d , washed f r ee of phenyl hydrazine by d i l u t e ace t i c 
acid and melted a t 144-147 C. This was r e c r y s t a l l i s e d twice 
o 
from alcohol and pyridine and had a , p . 153-155 C. 
To-V4 hydrp^ygls, of ^he w<tim\ %fft 2 i f -2 i2°C. 
The product (0'20g) was dissolved in bo i l ing water(25Q c.c) 
hydrochloric acid (30 c . c , in 20 c . c , water) added to i t and 
refluxed on a sand bath , /*fter 15 minutes ref luxing straw 
coloured, s i l k y , needles raade t he i r appearance, ^s the refluxing 
was continued the prodie t so forraed went n increasing. The 
ref luxing was discontinued (a f t e r about three hours.), when i t 
was found t h a t no more product was coming. This c r y s t a l l i n e 
sass f i l t e r e d through a w e i r e d gooch and af ter washing free of 
hydrochloric acid ><nd drying the gooch was weighed again. The 
product obtained was 0'083g, This was r e c r y s t a l l i s e d froa 
alcohol and g ve cup. 343°C, Trie y i e ld being 89*4$, 
A l i t t l e of the f i l t r a t e from t h e product 343 C was 
neu t ra l i sed and was fbund to reduce Fehl ing ' s so lu t ion , 
106. 
aataoniacal s i l v e r n i t r a t e so lu t ion . 
o 
The hydrolys is of the product a . p . 211-212 C was repeated 
with la rger quant i ty of the substance (8*5%,) and hydrochloric 
acid (10$, 1000 c . e . 4 hours ) . The y ie ld of the product was 
3*&g. This product w s r e e r y s t a l l i s e d from alcohol and had 
m.p. 343 °C. 
During the course of t h i s work large quan t i t i e s of the 
o 
product » . p . 211.212 C, had t o be hydrolysed and i t was found 
t h a t nei ther prolonged ref luxing ( ten or twenty hours) nor 
very l a rge concentrat ion of the acid is necessary. In fac t 
the react ion goes well with hydrochloric acid (5^) and four(4) 
hour8 re f luxing . The only cheaige t h a t co ild be marked on 
prolonged heat ing was in the colour of the product , which 
s l i g h t l y deepened and became brownish. 
Q g ^ f U v f t ofr *fr PT9d\»ftl %Pt 3*3°C t 
( i ; The weight of the boat 
The we%ht of the boat and 
the substance 
( i i ) Tlse weight of the calcium 
chloride tube before exp t . 
The weight of t i e calcium 
chloride tube a f t e r expt . 
3'7740g 
( i l l ) The .eight of the s o fno l i t e 
tube before experiment 
The weight of the sofnol i te 
tube a f te r experiment 
Found, C, 66»33flj H, 3'56*5. 
8»9212g 
0»l472|f 
38*524% 
3B»57l8g 
0 '0472g 
41 '0848g 
41»4428g 
0 '35s6g 
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The f i l t r a t e frora the t o t a l hydrolys is of the product 
o 211-212 C gave a l l t he reduction t e s t s of a reducing sug; r and 
pos i t ive Hol isch ' s t e s t . I t was t rea ted with l e d ace ta te to 
ge t r i d of hydrochloric acid as lead chlor ide and thereaf te r 
with hydrogen sulphide to separate lead and then concentrating 
under reduced pressure t o a syrup, M s syrup was taken in 
water (10 c . c ) and t rea ted with phenyl hydrazine {2g in 3 c .c , 
g l a c i a l a c e t i c ac id ; in t he usual way, whereupon i t gave a yellow 
water inso luble ose^one. The osazone on rec rys ta i l i s&t ion caas 
i n yellow f ine needles ra,p. 206-207 C, i den t i c a l with gluco-
sazone (mixed rael t ) , 
jfttfrflatfon o f the, product, m,pf 2^°q. 
the product (0'5g) wag taken with caus t ic potaah(0*5g) 
in ae thy l alcohol (15 c .c . J in a round bottom flask (150 c . c . ) 
and refluxed with methyl iodide (10 c . c . ) for t h i r t y s ix hours 
on a water bath. The excess methyl iodide and some raethyl 
alcohol was then d i s t i l l e d off# This gave a brown solid mass. 
This was taken in water, extracted with e ther and the e therea l 
l a y e r | washed with d i l u t e a l k a l i ( 0 * 5 ^ caus t ic soda so lu t ion ) . 
The a l k a l i was washed with d i s t i l l e d water and tfaen e the rea l 
solut ion dr ied ov<?r sodium sulphate (anhydrous), Oa recovery 
of ether a pale yellow c r y s t a l l i n e product was obtained. This 
product was recrys ta l l i sec l ( tvdes) from absolute alcohol and 
had a , p . 170-171°C. I t was a pa le yellow product in shining 
needles* 
ioa. 
Alkali fusion gf %ip lffft#ff* «t?t 3*»°C. 
The product (l'Og) was taken with caustic potaah (lg) 
and water 15 e.c.J in a nickel dish. The mixture- a yellow 
o liquid, was then heated at 150-170 C in an o i l bath. The yellow 
liquid became gradually brown and after one hour's heating It 
was cooled and the fused macs dissolved in ¥ater U00 c . c ) . 
A l i t t l e of this solution gave no precipitate with mineral acid 
showing the complete decomposition of the product m.p.343°C.The 
above solution was acidified ( l i t t l e excess) with dilute 
sulphuric acid and extracted with ether* The ethereal layer was 
washed and the ether recovered. A brown sticky crystalline atass 
was obtained. This was taken in dilute solution of sodium 
bicarbonate and thoroughly extracted with ether. The ethereal 
layer was washed with water and on removing ether a brown oi ly 
product was obtained. This was again taken In a l i t t l e water, 
concentrated in a vacuum desiccator, and a colour less crystall-
ine product obtained. Tills was filtered and recryetalllsed fro« 
alcohol. This product melted a t 209-210°C, and when alxed with 
phloroglucinol showed no melt depression. The sodium bicarbonate 
solution after extraction with ether was acidified with dilute 
sulphuric acid and extracted with ether. The ethereal layer, 
after washing free of sulphuric acid was evaporated to dryness 
and a brown crystalline product was obtained. This was taken 
in benzene which on gradual concentration gave colourless 
needles a.p. 208-209°C and was Identical with p-hydroxy benzole 
acid (alxed melt). 
jfltra^oq of ffic pfitfucfr %Pt H**?* 
The substance (0Y5g) was taken in concentrated nit ic acid 
(10 c .c . ) and warned on a water bath with constant shaking t i l l 
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no mors nitrous fumes ware evolved. The solution was evapora-
ted In a vacuum desiccator at the water pump.A crystalline 
product was obtained.This was oxalic acid(m.p. 100°C). 
Tie product (0'4g) was refluxed with freshly dist i l led 
acetic anhydride(10 e*e*)and a few crystals of sine chloride 
(anhydrous)tin a round bottom flaskdOO e*c*)on a aand bath* 
After an hour the liquid in the flask was poured Into cold 
water* A turbid solution was obtained. On cooling i t gave a 
white precipitate, which was f i l tared .washed with water end 
recrystallised from alcohol* Thus a white crystalline product 
o 
a.p.213-214 C was obtained,which did not correspond In melting 
o point to triasetyle apigenln (m.p. 131*132 C)* 
Hydrolysis of ^hj proda^ %P* g3f»2350ff. 
The product(lg)waa taken In boiling water(200 c.c.) and 
hydrochloric acid(20 c.c.J in a round bottom flask and refluxed 
for four hours on a sand bath.A l ight yellow precipitate was 
obtained which was filtered,washed free of mineral acid and 
o 
crystallised from alcohol* This product melted at 543 C and 
vtoen mixed with apigenln showed no melt depression* 
The product (2g) was heated with potassium hydroxide 
(lOg in 10 e*e*waterjat 180-200°C for two hours* The fused 
mass was then treated in the manner earlier described (alkali 
o 
fusion of the substance at*p* 343 C) and two crystalline 
products one melting at 209-210°C and the other at 203*209 C 
were obtained* These compounds were found identical (mixed melt) 
with p-hydroxy benzoic acid and phloroglucinol respectively* 
\>*"s \5*/* 
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